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insight" into" why" current" gold" standard" methods" cause" significant" problems" for" the"
Bowel"Cancer"Screening"Programme"(BCSP)"in"the"identification"of"EM"along"with"the"
epidemiology"of"colorectal"cancer"will"be"provided.""




health"of"patients."However," if" it" is" caught"early" then" the" condition" can"be" cured"by"
surgery." This" fact" is" proven" in" Table" 1.1"where" over" 90%"of" patients"with" very" early"
stage"colorectal"cancers"have"survived"for"up"to"five"years"after"surgical"intervention.""












The" progression" of" colorectal" cancers" towards"more" advanced" stages" is" problematic"
because" of" the" mechanism" by" which" cancer" grows." It" is" thought" colorectal" cancer"
develops" through" the" adenocarcinoma" pathway," Figure" 1.1," and" current" medical"








Figure& 1.1." The" adenocarcinoma" sequence." The" stages" refer" to" the" Tumour,"Node"&"
Metastases"grading"(TNM)"system[3]."Image"sourced"from"Google"images."




sign"of" colorectal" cancer," but" it" is" not" very" specific." Therefore,"multiple" FOB" kits" are"
posted"to"patients"and"if"the"BCSP"receives"two"positive"results,"then"they"are"invited"
to"undergo"an"endoscopic"examination."







allows"a"pathologist" to" evaluate" the"dysplastic" properties"of" samples" and" if" they" are"
regarded" as" being" suspicious," the" patient" undergoes" invasive" surgery." If" they" are"
classified"as"normal"then"the"process"is"repeated"in"another"two"years."
This" gold" standard" is" usually" very" accurate" and" along"with" improved"medication" has"
facilitated" a" reduction" in" the" mortality" rates" associated" with" colorectal" cancer."
However," the" incidence" rates" for" this" disease" remain" high." This" is" evident" from" the"
412,900"cases"of"colorectal"cancer"reported"in"Europe"in"2006[6].""






Figure& 1.2." The" types" of" cancer" diagnosed" within" UK" males" in" 2010." Information"
sourced"from"cancer"research"UK:"http://www.cancerresearchuk.org/&
Although" methods" of" colorectal" cancer" detection" have" improved," the" methods" of"
surgical"treatment"have"changed"little."The"current"treatments"are"extremely"invasive"
and"involve"removing"sections"of"the"colon."""













visual" criteria" can" be" used" to" differentiate" most" of" them." However," some" benign"
conditions" share" a" homologous"morphology"with" cancer." Therefore,"when" using" the"
gold" standards" method" of" assessment" there" is" a" chance" that" they" might" get"













The" similar" features" found" are" again" a" result" of" the" compressive" forces" that" polyps"






Figure& 1.5." On" the" left," a" case" of" Epithelial" Misplacement" (EM)" with" the" misplaced"
epithelium" surrounded" by" an" orange" box." On" the" right," a" case" of" cancer" with" the"
disconnected"epithelium"bounded"by"an"orange"box.""
These"islands"are"a"characteristic"sign"of"invasive"cancer"and"it"is"this"feature"which"can"




To" prevent" surgery," EM" has" been" traditionally" diagnosed" using" standard" histological"
methods"[1],"[8]"and"it"has"been"determined"that"within"EM"cases"there"should"be:"






However," this" list" is" only" useful" in" very" obvious" cases" of" EM" [9–11]" and" so" new"
technologies" are" required."Within" the" current" literature," some" studies" have" adapted"
standard" histological" procedures" so" that" discriminatory" metrics" can" be" defined." For"
instance," it" has" been" found" that" serial" sectioning" EM" polyps" allowed" this"
phenomenon’s"growth"characteristics" to"be"analysed."One"architectural" variable" that"
was"found"to"be"useful"came"from"dividing"the"maximum"diameter"of"the"gap" in"the"
muscularis" propria," which" the" displaced" tissue" grew" through," by" the" maximum"
diameter"of"the"islands"themselves"[10]."
""






moved" under" the" influence" of" their" own" genetics" [8–10]." This" leaves" behind"
disconnected" islands" of" epithelium" within" tissue" interiors." This" is" in" contrast" to" EM"
where"the"misplaced"epithelial"islands"are"present"because"of"mechanical"mechanisms."




Other" current" diagnostic" adjuncts" for" EM" include" antibody" staining" by"
immunohistochemistry" (IHC)." Within" the" literature," several" biomarkers" have" been"
identified"and"the"conclusions"of"the"current"research"are"presented"within"Table"1.2."
"














The"antibodies"presented" in"the"above"table"have"been"chosen"because" it" is" thought"
that"the"misplaced"epithelium"in"cases"of"EM"will"not"have"the"classical"characteristics"
of" invasive" tissue." For" instance," it" is" well" established" that" proteins" such" as" Matrix"
Metalloproteinase" 1" (MMP" 1)," stromelysin" 3" and" the" urokinase[type" plasminogen"
activator" (uPAR)" system" are" responsible" for" the" breakdown" of" the" basement"
membranes"which"surround"the"epithelium[11],"[14],"[15].""









of" cell" adhesion" respectively" [17]" [18]." However," the" studies" presented" above" have"
usually" been" carried" out" independently" of" one" another" and" on" small" sample" sizes."
Therefore,"their"use"still"requires"further"investigation.""
Further" problems" with" IHC" analysis" is" that" it" is" very" subjective" [19–21]" and" so"
automated"methods" are" required" [13]," [19]." One" way" which" the" literature" suggests"
that" automation" can" be" achieved" is" through" the" use" of" image" segmentation" and"
analysis"algorithms"[19],"[20],"[22].""
For"example,"an"automated"system"has"been"proven"to"produce"comparable"results"to"
those" of" two" independent" pathologists" [23]." In" this" algorithm" the" size," colour" and"
shape" of" positive" and" negative" breast" cancer" cells" were" determined" from" training"























The" accurate" classification" of" EM" will" require" that" efficient" diagnostic" methods" are"
found."However,"the"literature"available"on"diagnostic"techniques"for"EM"is"limited"and"
this" is" attributable" to" the" fact" that" it" occurs" only" within" a" small" subset" of" polyps."
Evidence"for"this"can"be"found"in"an"epidemiological"study"that"estimated"that"it"occurs"
within" between" 1%" and" 3%" of" polyps" [8]." However," preventing" the" unnecessary"
surgery" associated" with" this" condition" has" both" important" economic" and" physical"
benefits"for"patients.""
"
Therefore," the" purpose" of" this" chapter" was" to" find" methodologies" capable" of"
evaluating" the" potential" classificatory" metrics" that" have" been" previously" identified"
within"the"literature,"such"as"3D"volume"rendering."A"description"of"novel"alternative"
adjunct" technologies," such" as" vibrational" spectroscopy," will" also" be" provided." The"









encompass" rotations," translations" and" scaling" factors," or" by" nonlinear"means." Linear"
transformations" have" a" strong" presence"within" the" early"medical" image" registration"
literature"[24],"[25]"but"their"use"with"histology"images"is"limited."This"is"because"when"















of"histological" processing"and"acquisition"defects." Typical" tissue"processing"problems"
include" the" deformation" of" tissue" samples" and" staining" differences" between"
consecutive" sections" [24–27]," [33]." Image" acquisition" artefacts" include" changes" in"
illumination"between"images"of"contiguous"sections"and"objects"other"than"the"tissue"
being" present"within" the" field" of" view"of" the" camera" [25]," [26]." Therefore," points" of"
correspondence"algorithms"are"preferential"when"considering"histology"images.""2.1.1$Rigid$Transformations$
The"usual"application"of"correspondence"points"with"rigid"transformations"involves"the"
minimisation" of" their" Euclidean" distances." One" example" of" this" can" be" found" in" a"
publication"by"J"Streicher"et"al"who"used"volumetric"markers"in"the"linear"registration"









represents" the" robustness" of" the" approach" taken" and" the" right" side" represents" the"
detailed"information"which"can"be"acquired"from"3D"models"constructed"this"way"[25]."
Another"extensively"used"algorithm"in"the"establishment"of"points"of"correspondence"
for" linear" registrations" is" the" block"matching" algorithm." It" uses" similarity" metrics" to"











similarity"metric" is" computed." The" centres"of" the"blocks"with" the"highest" correlation"
coefficient"are"then"recorded"as"correspondence"points"[34]."
Maximisation" of" similarity"metrics" allows" for" points" of" correspondence" between" the"
different" images" to"be"defined." The" choice"of" the" similarity"metric" is" important"with"
normalised" correlation" being" used" most" commonly" within" the" literature." This" is"











matching" and" this" is" because" it" is" computationally" cumbersome" and" rotationally"




Therefore,"a"method"that" is" robust" to"noise," illumination"differences"and"rotations" is"
required."The"Scale" Invariant"Feature"Transform" (SIFT)"algorithm" is" invariant" to"all"of"
these"and"has"been"used"extensively"within"the"image"registration"literature"[32],"[35].""
"
In" SIFT," a" Difference" of" Gaussians" (DoG)" pyramid," which" is"made" up" of"many" levels"























































translations" and" scaling" factors," to" a" set" of" points." This" continues" until" an" error"












a" reliance" on" linear" image" registration" schemes." This" is" because" of" the" inevitable"
deformations"that"tissue"samples"undergo.""2.1.2$Non$linear$image$registration$using$points$of$correspondence$$
Even"though"rigid"transformations"are"not"optimal,"they"should"not"be"neglected."They"
provide" a" good" starting" point" that" non" linear" image" registration" algorithms" can"
improve"upon."This"can"be"seen"many"times"within"the"literature,"where"for"instance"a"




can" be" described" as" being" “as" rigid" as" possible”" and" those" that" cannot." In" some"
registration" algorithms," such" as" Thin" Plate" Splines" (TPS)," all" of" the" defined"
correspondence" points" have" an" effect" on" the" end" registration" result[39]," [40]."








This" group" has" access" to" powerful" Aperio" T2" (San" Diego," USA)" scanners" that" are"
capable" of" taking" images" of" entire" tissue" sections," known" as" virtual" slides," with"
excellent"resolution[43]."In"their"algorithm,"images"of"tissue"sections"cut"from"a"block"
are"acquired"and"then"pairs"of"these"images"are"registered"with"respect"to"one"another"




are" a" result" of" comparing" tiles" from" the" rigidly" transformed" image" against" its"
consecutive"counterpart"by" correlation" [44]."The"points" identified"are"used"with"a"B[
13"
"
Spline" grid" to" enable" non" linear" transformations" and" the" results" produced" are" very"
accurate."This"is"evident"from"recent"publications"made"by"this"group[41],"[42].""
"
Other" examples" of" “as" rigid" as" possible”"methods" include" the"Moving" Least" Squares"
algorithm"(MLS)[31],"[45]."This"begins"by"fitting"one"of"the"images"to"be"registered"with"
a" grid" and" the" vertices" of" this" are" moved" so" that" the" minimum" Euclidean" distance"
between"correspondence"points"can"be"found."The"algorithm"is"made"“rigid”"by"using"
weights" that"are" found" from"calculating" the"distance"of" the"grids"vertices"away" from"
the" images" correspondence" points" [31]." In" this" way," vertices" that" are" close" to" the"
points" of" correspondence" are" affected" largely" by" their" displacement" and" less" so" by"
points"that"are"further"away.""2.1.3$Intermodal$registration$
The"methods"of"determining"points"of"correspondence"within"the"literature"are"useful"
only" for" the" registration" of" images" of" a" similar" type." They" are" of" little" use" when"
considering" images" acquired" from" different"modalities." Intermodal" registration" is" an"
emerging" field" and" is" beneficial" to" histology" because" of" the" extra" information"






not" always" beneficial" to" histology." For" instance," in" the" literature," high" resolution"
Magnetic" Resonance" (MR)" and" Computed" Tomography" (CT)" images" [49]" have" been"
registered" together." However," the" histological" information" contained"within" these" is"
limited." Of" more" interest" to" histology," is" the" chemistry" that" is" associated" with"
pathological" features" and" information" of" this" sort" can" be" derived" from" Infrared" (IR)"
chemical"maps"[50].""
"
These"are"beneficial" as" traditional"histological" stains"are"usually"only" specific" for"one"
type"of"feature,"whereas"IR"images"allow"for"the"visualisation"of"many."This"is"because"
it" contains" biochemical" information" and" it" is" thought" that" the" registration" of" these"











process" can" be" extremely" laborious" and" error" prone." Recent" algorithms" have"
approximated"correspondences"by"using"edge"filters" [56]." In" this"method," the"closest"
edge"pixels"between" images"are"considered"as"being"corresponding." Images"are"then"
iteratively" warped" until" the" distance" between" the" closest" points" is" minimised."




have" also" been" used" to" register" multimodal" images" together" [30]." However," the"
different" background" of" the" histology" and" IR" images" makes" the" use" of" MI" in" the"
registration" of" images" problematic." The" staining" process" removes" paraffin" from" the"
standard"histology"images"while"the"IR"sections"can"be"left"in"their"paraffin"encasing.""
"
Therefore," the" standard" RBG" images" will" contain" only" the" slide" in" its" background,"
whereas"the"IR"image"background"will"contain"contributions"from"paraffin."As"a"result"
of"this,"the"background"pixel"intensities"of"the"IR"image"will"not"be"as"uniform"as"their"




Registration" is" important" as" it" allows" for" the" overlap" of" features" contained" within"
images" of" serial" sections." However," to" extract" diagnostic" information" from" these,"
further" processing" is" required." To" derive" the" features" contained" within" images,"






can"sometimes"be"problematic."This" is"because" there"will"be"vastly"different" staining"
colours" between" contiguous" images" of" tissue" sections." However," much" success" has"
been" had" with" pixel" wise" classification" methods" and" so" a" discussion" of" these" is"
warranted"here.""2.2.1$Pixel$classification$
Within"the"literature"there"are"a"wide"variety"of"pixel"segmentation"methods"to"choose"













The"differences" in" colour" between" images" can"be" attributed" to" the" concentration"of"
the" reagents" used" and" will" result" in" over" and" under" staining." However," this" is" not"
always"problematic"because"colours"can"be"normalised."One"way"of"achieving"this"is"to"
use" the" Hue," Saturation" and" Value" (HSV)" colour" space" [28]." This" is" an" almost" linear"
transformation"of"the"RBG"colour"space"into"a"cone"and"is"depicted"in"Figure"2.4."This"
colour"space" is" invariant"to" illumination"as"all"the"different"shades"of"a"colour"can"be"
represented"by"a"single"value,"known"as"the"Hue."The"line"that"runs"from"the"edge"of"






blue" to" yellow" respectively." It" is" a" perceptual" colour" space" and" is" one" that"
approximates" the" colours" that" can"be" seen"by"human" vision." It" is" similar" to" the"HSV"













It" is" for" this" reason" that" other" colour" segmentation" algorithms" are" available" which"
provide"more" automatic" solutions." For" example," colour" deconvolution" assesses" how"
much"of"a"particular"stain" is"present"within"an" image"[59]," [60]." In"this"methodology,"
the"image’s"background"intensities"are"used"with"desired"and"undesired"colours"in"the"







an" image’s" staining" colours" [33]." This" negates" some" of" the" issues" surrounding"
differences" in" staining" between" consecutive" sections" and" has" particular" application"
within"3D"volume"rendering"[33].""2.2.2$Texture$segmentation$
Alternative" segmentation"methodologies" include" those" that" classify" image"objects"by"
their"texture"[61]."One"well"known"method"is"the"use"of"Geodesic"active"contours"with"
edge" filters" [28]." " In" this"method,"a"“snake”" is"grown"on"an" image"and"stops"when" it"
meets"pre[computed"edge"filtered"boundaries,"equation"3.""












The"problem"with"the"above"approach" is" that"the"success"of" the"snake" in" finding"the"
correct" contour" is" entirely" dependant" on" the" edge" detection" method" used" in" the"
calculation" of" Eimage." If" the" rate" of" change" between" the" boundaries" of" the" images"








by"Chan"and"Vase" [62],"but" the"mathematics"behind" these"algorithms" is"usually" very"
cumbersome." It" is" because" of" this" that" numerical" approximations" have" been"made,"
with" the"most"notable"being" the"growth"of" contours"by" the"principles"of" contraction"











Other" active" contour" initialisation" algorithms" used" within" the" literature" include"
Bayesian"classifiers"[67]."Naik"et"al"used"this"algorithm"to"initially"classify"pixels"and"the"




which" can" be" used" to" segment" objects" of" interest" from"within" an" image" [61]," [68]."
Other"methods" include" the"use"of"neural"networks"and"Gabor" filters" [61]," [69]," [70]."
Briefly," methods" like" neural" networks" operate" by" an" algorithm" learning" information"











responses" that" allow" the" intensity" gradients" of" pixels" in" similar" directions" to" be"
grouped"together"[69]."2.2.3$Object$segmentation$by$immunohistochemistry$(IHC)$
Within" the" literature," conventional" immunohistochemical" (IHC)" antibody" staining"has"
also"been"used"to"segment"histological"components."The"specificity"of"these"proteins"




Figure& 2.5." An" example" of" antibody" staining" by" the" MNF116" Pan" Cytokeratin"
(Neomarkers,"UK)"antibody.""
Antibody" staining" facilitates" the" identification" of" proteins" because" they" contain" a" Y"
shaped" motif," Figure" 2.6," that" has" a" conformation" that" is" specific" for" certain"
compounds." The" matching" of" the" geometry" between" this" site" and" the" molecule" of"








Within" routine" histology" the"most" common"method" of" visualising" where" antibodies"
have" bound" is" through" the" linking" of" the" antibody" to" a" peroxidase" enzyme." The"
peroxidase" enzyme" catalyses" a" reaction" and" causes" a" tissue" section" to" have" a" visual"
appearance"that"is"similar"to"that"of"Figure"2.5"[73].""




In"other" research,"collagen"has"been"segmented" from"within" IHC"histology" images"of"
oral" cancers." These" fibres" were" segmented" using" neural" networks" and" the"
arrangement"of"these"was"used"in"the"differentiation"of"normal"cases"from"cancer"[71]."
However," the"publicised"methodology"was" very" complex" and" it" is" evident" from" their"






For" instance," if" the" goal" is" to" gauge" the" continuity" of" particular" histological"












The" glandular" tissue"within" the"missing" sections" can" be" estimated" and" this" could" be"
achieved" using" a" variety" of" different" methods." For" example," the" location" of" the"
epithelium" could" be" approximated" by" the" union" of" spheres" algorithm;" linear"
interpolation"methods" or" by" algorithms" that" use" shape" based" parameters" [74]," [75]."
The"union"of"spheres"algorithm"transforms"segmented" image"objects" into"spheres"so"
that" features" can" be" matched" and" interpolated" [75]." The" use" of" shape" based"




been"used"previously"within" the" literature"both" in" the" segmentation" and" tracking"of"
tubular"objects"[76]."This"recursive"algorithm"operates"in"two"stages,"referred"to"as"the"
predictor"and"the"update"phase." In"these"stages," information" is" taken"from"an" image"
and"allows"for"the"position"of"an"object"to"be"predicted"through"the"use"of"Newton’s"






The"methods" discussed" above" for" the" derivation" of" continuity" and" IHC" classificatory"
metrics" are" not" the" only" way" in" which" EM" can" be" diagnosed." For" instance," the"
spectroscopic" characteristics" of" EM"polyps," still" in" the" body," could" be" sampled"using"




Optical" Coherence" Tomography" (OCT)[78]," [80]" and" Optical" Projection" Tomography"
(OPT)"from"being"used"[81]."
OCT,"and"other" three"dimensional" (3D)"modelling" techniques,"maybe"able" to" identify"
cases"of"EM"as"they"allow"the"connectivity"of"the"epithelium"to"be"graded."However,"
they"are"not" the"only"volume"rendering" techniques"available"and"others" include" four"
dimensional"(4D)"vibrational"spectroscopy"models"[82],"[83].""








analytical" technique"provides"a" label" free"method"of"diagnosing"disease"states"and" it"
can" be" predominately" split" into" two" types," Raman" and" Fourier" Transform" Infrared"
(FTIR)"spectroscopy."The"two"methods"differ"in"how"they"generate"spectra"with"Raman"
using"inelastic"scattering"[79]"and"IR"using"absorption"[91].""
Vibrational" spectroscopy" can" characterise" molecules" because" their" molecular" bonds"
will" have" unique" electronic" configurations." These" configurations" will" determine" how"






of" EM" from" cancer" because" of" the" different"mechanisms" by"which" these" conditions"
arise."In"cancer,"the"metastatic"properties"of"its"associated"cells"will"produce"different"
molecular"compounds"to"those"of"EM."Since"they"are"composed"of"different"molecules"
they" will" have" different" spectroscopic" responses" and" these" can" be" used" within"
multivariate"classification"models.""2.3.2$FTIR$spectroscopy$
Although"Raman" imaging"has"been"used"previously"with"colonic" tissue" [92]," the" time"
that" is" required" to" record" data" means" that" this" technique" is" not" always" suitable."
However," recent" technological" advances" means" that" this" technique" has" greater"
applicability"within"a"clinical"setting"[93].""
"





the" workload" of" pathologists" and" will" also" allow" the" accuracy" of" pathology" to" be"
increased.""
"
Histological" processes" are" regularly" scrutinised" within" the" literature" because" the"
agreement" between" different" pathologists" is" highly" variable." J" Eaden" et" al" utilised"
kappa" statistics" to" prove" that" the" consensus" agreement" between" a" group" of"
pathologists" for" four" different" types" of" colorectal" pathologies" was" inconsistent" and"
unreliable.""
"
In" their" study," 51" tissue" slides" representative"of" varying"degrees"of"Ulcerative"Colitis"
(UC)," low" grade" dysplasia," high" grade" dysplasia," reactive" hyperplasia" and" inactive"
colitis,"were" sent" to" 13" different" pathologists" for" their" assessment." The" pathologists"
chosen"had"a"range"of"professional"experience,"with"one"group"being"more"junior"than"
the"other."Their"research"would"suggest"that"both"groups"were"as"equally"bad"as"each"
other" on" deciding" what" a" particular" pathology" was." The" junior" and" professional"
pathologist" scored" a" kappa" value" of" 0.30" and" 0.28" respectively" and" this" indicates" a"
large"degree"of"intergroup"variation"[96]."
"









The" above" advantages" are"made" possible" because" of" the"machinery" associated"with"




This" interferometer" uses" a"moving"mirror" to" bring" about" the" interference" of" two" IR"
radiation"beams"that"have"been"split"and"recombined"at"a"beam"splitter."This"enables"
the"production"an"interferogram"[98]"which"contains"all"IR"frequencies"that"are"passed"
through" a" sample." The" detector" records" the" absorbed" frequencies" and" a" Fourier"






When" using" IR" there" are" many" ways" of" collecting" data," such" as" by" point" and" array"
mapping," but" the"most" clinically" relevant" is" undoubtedly" the" former" of" these." Array"









The" options" presented" above" are" not" the" only" methodological" considerations" that"
need" to" be" taken" when" acquiring" IR" data." Other" particularities" associated" with" IR"





absorbed." In" transflection," a" double" pass" is" made" through" the" tissue" sample" and"
increases"the"recorded"signals"strength"[99].""However,"Mie"scattering"can"sometimes"
prevent" the" accurate" recording" of" spectra" in" this"mode." This" phenomenon" is" due" to"
changes" in" the" refractive" index" between" samples" and" their" surroundings." However,"
techniques,"such"as"the"Extended"Multiplicative"Scatter"Correction"(EMSC)"algorithm,"
have" been" designed" that" can" circumvent" this" problem" [100]." EMSC" also" has"
applications" within" other" areas" and" it" can" be" used" to" improve" the" quality" of" the"
recorded"dataset.""
Broad band IR 
Source 











EMSC" is" preferable" to" other" spectral" refinement" techniques" because" other"methods"
such" as" polynomial" fitting" [85]," [94]" will" add" undesired" variation" into" the" recorded"
dataset."The"benefit"that"the"field"attaches"to"the"EMSC"algorithm"is"evident"from"the"






[102]," [104]." In" the" literature," paraffin" has" been" noted" as" obscuring" important"
classificatory"IR"peaks"and"so"a"viable"method"of"removing"it"is"required"[102],"[105].""
"
The" EMSC" algorithm" can" be" used" for" this" because" it" assumes" that" spectra" can" be"
decomposed"into"additive"and"multiplicative"contributions."The"additive"elements"arise"
from" chemical" compounds" and" physical" interferences" and" the" multiplicative"
contributions" are" introduced" by" scattering" phenomenon" [106]," [107]." Knowledge" of"
this"allows"for"the"definition"of"a"simple"formula"that"can"be"used"to"reconstruct"the"
spectrum"of"any"chemical"constituent,"and"is"given"below:"
" !! = !!! + !!! + !!! + !!"(4)"
"
In" the" above," equation" s" is" the" ith" spectra" under" consideration,"! "is" a" reference"
spectrum," I" is" an" interference" spectrum," P" is" an" nth" order" polynomial" and" e" is" the"
residual"of"fitting"the"ith"spectra"with"coefficients"a,"b"and"c."The"a,"b"and"c"coefficients"
are" found" through" a" least" squares" fit" of" the" original" data" with" an" average" tissue"
spectrum," a" interference" spectrum" and" a" nth" order" polynomial" respectively." The"
reference" spectrum" can" be" used" to" correct" the" recorded" spectra" by" computing" the"
following"formulae"(in"this"form"the"nth"order"polynomial"term"is"ignored):"




nature" to" tissue" spectra" [102]," [104]." Those"with" low" α" values" can" be" removed" and"
enables"the"affect"paraffin"has"on"multivariate"analysis"to"be"reduced.""
"
However," other" chemical" methods" of" paraffin" removal," such" as" by" xylene" and"
cyclohexane,"also"exist"[105]." In"the" literature,"the"chemical"removal"of"paraffin"from"
tissue" sections" has" been" reported" as" being" inefficient" and" causes" the" chemical"
25"
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when" recording" IR"data."When" recording" spectra" from" large" samples," the" size"of" the"
data" can" also" be" problematic." This" problem" can" be" resolved" through" the" use" of"








polyp" and" cancer" polyp" pathologies" from" 78" patients" to" identify" potentially" useful"
biomarkers"[94].""They"found"that"the"carbohydrate"region"of"the"IR"spectrum"could"be"
used" to"differentiate" colonic"pathologies"and" it"was" thought" that" this"was" related" to"




Other" studies," that" have" used" IR" spectroscopy" in" the" differentiation" of" colonic"
pathologies," include" those" by" Ramesh" et" al" [85]," [95]." Some" of" the" spectroscopic"










cases" as" normal" tissue" [85]." It" was" thought" that" this" was" attributable" to" the" small"
number"of"samples"they"included"in"their"study.""
"





samples" [88]." This" molecule" allowed" for" the" accurate" differentiation" of" nine"







measured." For" example," if" only" half" a" mucin" pool" was" sampled" with" IR" then" the"
discriminatory" chemical" components"might" be" located" in" the" other" half." This" would"
require" further" biochemical" assays" to" be" conducted" so" that" the" discriminatory"
molecules"could"be"better"understood.""
However," IHC" studies" have" found" pathology" specific" mucin" expression" profiles." This"
adds" credence" to" the" targeting" of"mucin"with" IR." It" is" thought"mucin"will" be" a" good"
target" because" it" is" a" ubiquitous" compound" found"within" the" colon." There" are" nine"
human" derivatives" [109–113]." These" are" known" as" MUC1,& MUC2,& MUC3,& MUC4,&
MUC5AC,&MUC5AB,&MUC6,&MUC7&and"MUC8.""
"
The" mucin" proteins" are" primarily" composed" of" a" polypeptide" chain," a" core"
carbohydrate" linker," a" backbone" oligosaccharide" and" a" terminal" carbohydrate" chain"










Figure& 2.9." A" theoretical" explanation"of"why" there" is" increased"MUC1"within" colonic"
carcinomas.""
For" other" tissue" types," such" as"mucinous" carcinomas," the" literature" has" identified" a"
different" expression" profile," whereby" both" MUC2" and" MUC5AC" proteins" are" up[
regulated[115]." These" protein" types" are" synthesised" in" the" goblet" cells" of" epithelial"
tissue"and" their"dominance"within"particular"pathologies"has" led" some" researches" to"







One"Gland"Out"Cross"Validation" (LOGOCV)"method." The" sensitivities" and" specificities"
achieved" for" five" different" pathology" groups," representative" of" normal," hyperplastic,"
adenoma," adenocarcinoma" and" ulcerative" colitis," was" over" 90%" [51]." It" is" therefore"

















will" have" to" be" used" with" histology" images" so" that" 3D" volumes" can" be" made."
Subsequent" to" this," image" segmentation" algorithms"will" have" to" be" implemented" as"
they" facilitate" the" representation" of" specific" histological" components" [58–60]," [62],"





This" is" because" IHC" studies" have" found" a" host" of" biomarkers" that" bring" about" the"
discrimination" of" EM" from" cancer" [9]," [11–13]." The" automation" of" this" analysis" is"
required" [22]," [121]" but" of" more" importance" is" the" evaluation" of" the" literature’s"






[79]," [84–88]," [93–95]." Although," many" studies" have" enjoyed" much" success" with"





The" literature" has" also" shown" that" IR" mapping" is" preferable" to" other" sampling"
modalities"as" this" allows" for" the" reliable"derivation"of"histology" specific" spectra" [51],"
[122]." Similar" methodological" approaches" have" been" used" previously" within" the"
literature"and"they"have"enabled"the"accurate"classification"of"similar"colonic"disease"




investigate" the" use" of" IR," 3D" volume" rendering" and" IHC" in" the" differentiation" of" EM"
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The" aim" of" this" project" was" to" evaluate" the" literatures" current" stance" on" the"
discriminative" capabilities" of" measuring" the" continuity" of" epithelial" structures" and"
Immunohistochemistry"(IHC)"staining"in"the"differentiation"of"EM"from"Cancer."In"this"
research," 3D" volume" rendering" will" be" used" to" assess" the" potential" of" epithelial"
continuity" and" the" work" by" Yantiss" et" al" will" be" emulated" to" review" the" already"
published"IHC"data.""
"
Further" to" this," a" new" novel" technology," Infra" Red" (IR)," which" has" not" yet" been"
considered"within"the"literature,"will"also"be"investigated."In"this"instance,"a"variety"of"



































The" histological" processing" of" tissue" samples" was" conducted" independently" by"
members" of" staff" working" in" the" pathology" department" of" the" Gloucestershire"








It"has"been"suggested"within" the" literature" that" the"visualisation"of" the"continuity"of"
the"epithelium"in"cases"of"EM"will"be"helpful"in"differentiating"it"from"cancer."To"enable"
this," volume" rendering" procedures" were" used." These" processes" include" the"
acquirement" of" images" at" a" suitable" resolution," the" transformation" of" these" images"
with" respect" to" one" another" and" an" appropriate" segmentation" method." In" this"
instance,"13"EM"and"9"cancer"volumes"were"analysed."3.1.1$Image$Acquisition$
The" acquisition" of" images" at" an" appropriate" resolution" was" a" very" important"
consideration" for" this" research" project." This" is" because" when" a" sample" is" volume"
rendered"it"first"has"to"be"sectioned"into"multiple"slices."This"causes"the"orientation"of"
the" tissue" sections" with" respect" to" one" another" to" be" lost." Therefore," image"




be"acquired."The"usual" approach"of"achieving" this" is" to"acquire" small"high" resolution"
images"and"then"to"stitch"these"together[42],"[119],"[123–125]."3.1.1.1$Scale$Invariant$Feature$Transform$(SIFT)$







that"matching" SIFT"descriptors" between" them" could"be" found." These"pyramids"were"
made" up" of" a" series" of" octaves" that" contained"multiple" levels," L(x,y,σ)." These" levels"
were"the"result"of"convolving"an"image,"I(x,y),"with"a"Gaussian"Kernel"G(x,y,σ)"and"the"
convolution"operation"computed"is"given"by:"! !, !, σ = ! !, !, σ ∗ !!(!, !)"(6)"
Where"x"and"y"are"the"spatial"dimensions"of"an"image,"σ"is"the"width"of"the"Gaussian"




same"as"the"above):" ! !, !, σ = ! !, !, !σ − !!(!, !, σ)"(8)"
It"was"essential"for"the"DoG"pyramid"to"be"made"as"it"enabled"feature"points"from"the"
images"to"be"extracted"[35]."These"feature"points"corresponded"to"regions"of"maxima"
and"minima"within" the"DoG"pyramid" and"were" found" from" the" implementation"of" a"
grid"search"operation.""
"
The" grid" search" compared" the" individual" voxels" of" the" DoG" pyramid" against" its" 26"




algorithm" too" computationally" expensive" to" implement." However," this" cost" can" be"
easily" reduced" by" removing" erroneous" points" before" the" between" image" point"
matching" occurs." In" this" instance," they" were" removed" via" the" implementation" of" a"
corner"detection"algorithm"[127],"[128].""
"
The" matching" of" points" between" images" was" facilitated" by" the" abstraction" of" pixel"
information" that" surrounded" the" keypoints." To" ensure" that" the" points" could" be"









the"angle"at"which"an" image"was"acquired."For" illumination" invariance,"weighting"the"
intensity"of"the"pixels"surrounding"a"keypoint"by"their"magnitude"brought"this"about."
For" all" the" retained" key" points," which" are" now" known" as" SIFT" descriptors," a" 128"
element"feature"vector"was"made."This"feature"vector"contained"the"aforementioned"
orientation"and" intensity" information" that"was"collected" for"pixels" that" surrounded"a"
keypoint." Computing" the" minimum" Euclidean" distance" between" all" of" the" SIFT"
descriptors" feature" vectors" found" in" each" image" then" enabled" points" of"
correspondence"between"them"to"be"defined"[35],"[127].""""3.1.1.2$Normalised$Correlation$
Another"commonly"used"method"to"stitch" images" together" is"Normalised"Correlation"
(NCC)"and"it"can"also"be"used"in"the"linear"and"non"linear"registration"of"images"[24],"
[34],"[41],"[42],"[119]."










points" within" images" and" used" to" define" a" translation" that" would" stitch" images"
together."Only" the" regions" that" related" to" SIFT"points" that" had" a"NCC"of" above"0.95"















• The" model" was" fitted" to" all" data" points" within" the" population" of"
correspondences"and"new"points"became"included"in"the"estimate"if"they"were"







rotations" (R)" and" scaling" factors" (S)." The" optimised" translations" were" then" used" to"
stitch" images" together." In" this" investigation," RANSAC" was" also" used" to" refine" SIFT"
points"that"were"to"be"used"in"the"linear"registration"of"images."3.1.1.4$Phase$Correlation$
Finding"the"maximum"phase"correlation"coefficient"between"images"was"also"used"to"
stitch" images" together." The" translation" found" in" this" approach" corresponded" to" the"
maximum"peak" found" in" the" inverse" Fourier" transformed"phase" correlation"matrices"
made"for"images[124],"[130]."
"
Due" to" the"periodicity" of" the" Fourier" domain" and" the" fact" that" there"may"be" lots" of"
locations"that"are"highly"correlated,"multiple"peaks"will"be"present"within"this"matrix."





Another"popular" image"acquisition"methodology"within"histology" is" to"use"automatic"
imaging" systems." These" systems" allow" for" large" high" resolution" images" of" tissue"




USA)" scanner" and"was" based" in" Leeds." It" is" part" of" the" Leeds" Institute" of"Molecular"
34"
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Spotlight"400"Spectrometer" (Massachusetts,"USA)." This" system"has" a" stage"attached,"
which"is"initialised"before"use,"and"is"able"to"move"in"an"x,"y"and"z"direction."During"its"
operation" a" series" of" small" images"were" taken," using" a" six" times"magnification," and"
were"placed"next" to"one"another" in" the"order" that" they"were"acquired."This"enabled"
full"images"of"histology"tissue"sections"to"be"captured."3.1.2$Image$Registration$$
The"purpose"of"producing"high"resolution" images"was" for" their" further"use"within"3D"
volume"rendering"algorithms."However," the" raw" images"produced" from"stitching"and"
tiling" cannot" be" used" directly" because" of" the" problems" associated" with" tissue"
sectioning" [24]," [25]," [133]."These"problems" include"the"damage"to"tissue"sections"as"
they" are" being" processed" and" the" loss" of" orientation" between" them" [24]," [25]," [27],"
[41],"[74]."
"
To" correct" for" these" defects" the" principles" of" image" registration" were" used." Image"
registration" refers" to" the"accurate"alignment"of" images"with" respect" to"one"another."




transformations" the" operations" applied" included" translations" (T)," rotations" (R)" and"
scaling" factors" (S)." In" this" instance," linear" transformations" were" estimated" by"
minimising"the"distance"between"correspondence"points"(section"3.1.2.1);"minimising"
the" Sum" of" Square" Differences" (SSD)" [28]" (section" 3.1.2.1)" between" images" and"
through"the"use"of"the"Principal"Axis"Transformation"(PAT)"algorithm"(section"3.1.2.1).""
Block&Matching&
One"way" in" which" points" of" correspondence" can" be" generated" is" through" the" block"









The"maximum" found" was" the" result" of" conducting" an" exhaustive" search" whereby" a"
block" from" the"moving" image"was" compared" to" the" entire" local" neighbourhood"of" a"
reference"image.""
This" was" repeated" for" all" blocks" within" a" moving" image" so" that" a" full" list" of"
correspondence" points" was" defined." However," these" points" cannot" be" used" in" the"
direct" estimation" of" a" transformation" that" will" map" one" image" to" another." This" is"
because" of" the" presence" of" outliers" and" so" a" least" squares" optimisation" was"








This" is" because" of" the" inherent" differences" that" exist" between" multimodal" images."
Therefore,"this"research,"registered"images"from"different"modalities"by"optimising"an"
SSD"metric"[28]."This"involved"the"production"of"binary"images"for"each"mode"and"this"





















The" impact"of" local"minima" can"be" reduced" via" the" implementation"of" a"preliminary"
image" transformation." A" common" initial" deformation" technique" used" within" the"
literature"is"the"Principal"Axis"Transformation"(PAT)"technique"[38],"[133].""
"




" !"#$%&'() = !"(!, !)!!!! """"""!"#$%&'() = !"(!, !)!!!! !(10)"
"
In"the"above"N"is"the"length"of"the"rows"of"an"image"and"M"is"the"length"of"its"columns"




PATs" also" enabled" the" rotational" elements," R," of" the" linear" transformation" to" be"
defined."This"came"from"computing"the"eigenvectors"of" the"second"central"moments"
matrix"made"for"binary"images"[38],"and"this"matrix"is"given"by:"


















difference"between" the"orientations"of" two"binary" images"was" taken." The" rotational"
and" translational"parameters"estimated"by" the"PAT"were"used"as"a" starting"point"on"
which"an"optimisation"routine"improved."
Optimisation&
The" optimisation" routines" implemented" differed" between" the" types" of" images" that"
were"to"be"registered."For"multimodal" image"registration,"the"SSD"function,"equation"
9," was" minimised" in" the" determination" of" a" transformation." To" estimate" a" linear"
transformation" from" the" output" of" points" of" correspondence" algorithms" the" L1"
estimator"was"minimised."The"L1"estimator"is"defined"by:"!, ! = argmin!,! !( !! ) !(12)"





rotational" (R)," and" in" some" cases" scale" (S)" parameters," elements" of" the" linear"
registration" to" be" defined." The" optimisation" routine" used" was" part" of" Matlab’s"
optimisation"toolbox"and"this"uses"the"simplex"search"method"in"its"operation"[134]."3.1.2.2$Non$linear$Image$Registration$
A"review"of" the" literature"suggests" that"optimised" linear" registrations"are"not"always"
suitable" because" of" the" defects" which" arise" within" tissue" samples" when" they" are"
sectioned"[24–26]." "To"circumvent" these"problems,"non" linear" image"transformations"
were" applied" as" they" eliminate" linear" registration" errors" [40]."However," it" should" be"
noted" that" linear" registrations" provide" good" starting" points" that" non" linear"
transformations"can"improve"upon."
"
There" are" many" non" linear" algorithms" to" choose" from" but" “as" rigid" as" possible”"
schemes" were" sought[31]," [40]," [41]." This" is" because" these" methods" maintain" the"
original" integrity"of" images"and"do"not"allow"them"to"become"over"warped."This" is" in"
contrast" to" other" methods" such" as" Thin" Plate" Splines" (TPS)" which" can" easily" allow"
images"to"become"over"deformed"[39].""
Moving&Least&Squares&(MLS)&
An"example"of"an"“as"rigid"as"possible”"technique" is" the"Moving"Least"Squares" (MLS)"
algorithm." It"warps" images"by"using" local" transformations" that"minimise" the"distance"
between"predefined"points"of" correspondence." In" this" instance," a"program" found"on"
the"Matlab"file"exchange"was"adapted"to"facilitate"transformation"by"the"MLS"[135].""
"
The" warping" is" facilitated" by" the" fitting" of" a" grid" to" an" image" and" then"moving" the"
vertices" of" this" grid" so" that" points" of" correspondence" between" images" become"
optimally"mapped"onto" one" another." The" algorithm"was" kept" rigid" by"weighting" the"
images"correspondence"points"by"their"distance"away"from"the"moving"grids"vertices."
This" meant" that" only" those" points" close" to" the" vertices" had" an" affect" on" their"




transformations" can" be" calculated." However," in" this" instance," local" linear"
transformations"were" computed" as" it" enabled" greater" fidelity" between" the"post" and"





! !, ! = !"# !! !!(!!) − !! !!! !(14)"
In" the" above" p" and" q" are" the" correspondence" points" that" were" present" within" the"
images"to"be"registered,"Iv" is"the"rigid"transformation"that"was"optimised"by"a"closed"
set" of" equations" and" w" is" the" weighting" coefficient" applied" to" the" ith" point." The"
weighting"was"calculated"by"computing:"!! = 1!! − ! !! !(15)"
Where" v" is" the" vertex" under" consideration" and" alpha" can" be" regarded" as" being" a"
smoothing" constraint" and" has" to" be" greater" than" or" equal" to" one." The" local" rigid"
transformation"used"was"derived"from"the"computation"of:"!" !! = !!! + !!(16)"
Where"in"the"above"M"is"the"rotation"matrix"and"T"is"some"translation"parameter"in"the"
x"and"y"direction."Equation"16"is"evaluated"for"all"points"within"an"image"that"was"to"be"






rigid" implementation" of" MLS" was" used" and" the" calculations" required" for" this"
transformation"are"outlined"in"a"paper"by"Schaefer"et"al"[31]."
"
The" implementation" of" this" algorithm" in" the" generation" of" 3D" volumes" involved"










deform" histology" images" to" look" like" the" same" and" other" modalities." B" spline" grids"





The" correspondence" points" they" generated" were" a" result" of" maximising" the" phase"
correlation"coefficient" (section"3.1.1.4)"between" images"within"a" stack" [41]," [130]." In"
this" instance," registration" was" achieved" using" a" subsampling" methodology."
Subsampling" refers" to" the" fact" that" the" images" were" reduced" in" size" and" a" coarse"
deformation"refers"to"the"use"of"a"small"B"Spline"grid.""
Once"an"optimal"registration"had"been"achieved"at"a"particular"resolution"and"grid"size,"
the" subsampling" was" reduced" and" the" number" of" splines" was" enlarged." This" was"




are" derived" from" the" same" modality." Therefore," when" multimodal" images" were"
registered" using" B" splines" a" SSD"metric"was" optimised." This" required" that" a" Boolean"
transformation" was" applied" to" these" images" and" this" was" achieved" by" either" using"




deform" images" will" be" affected" by" differences" in" intensity" between" images[29]."
Registration" is" brought" about" a" B" Spline" grid" because" the"movement" of" its" verticies"











However," missing" tissue" sections" can" be" a" problem" for" the" above" procedure." It" is"
estimated"that"up"to"30%"of"a"tissue"block"can"be"lost"during"processing"[27]"and"will"
mean"that"some"images"will"not"have"an"alternatively"stained"counterpart."To"enable"






the" LIMM." This" is" because" it" is" difficult" to" establish" correspondence" points" between"
multimodal" images."For"each"CK" image,"the"nine" images"before"and"after" its"position"
were" selected" from" the" H&E" volumes," where" possible," and" those" that" minimised" a"









about" intermodal" structural" correlation."However," the" interesting" information"within"
the"warped"datasets"is"not"explicitly"available.""
"
To" derive" this," image" segmentation" algorithms" were" implemented." Within" the"
literature"there"are"a"plethora"of"methods"to"choose"from"and"the"ones"implemented"
in"this"research"are"documented"below."3.1.3.1$Principal$Component$Analysis$(PCA)$
A" well[known" segmentation" technique" used" by" this" research" was" the" Principal"





smaller" number" of" principal" components." The" first" principal" component" always"
describes" the" largest" amount" of" variation" within" a" data" set" and" as" the" number" of"
principal" components" increases" their" significance" decreases." The" matrix" algebra"
associated"with"PCA"is"given"below:" ! = ! ∙ ! + !!(17)&&
&
In" equation" 17" X" is" the" original" data" matrix" obtained" consisting" of"M" rows" and" N"
columns"which"can"be"decomposed"into"a"scores"matrix,"T,"consisting"of"M"rows"and"A"






Equation" 17" is" represented" pictorially" within" Figure" 3.2." It" demonstrates" how" the"
original"data"matrix,"X,"can"be"decomposed"into"a"number"of"scores,"T,"and"loadings,"P."
This"figure"also"demonstrates"the"composition"of"the"data"that"was"used"with"PCA."In"






absorption" intensities" at" monotonically" increasing" wavenumbers." When" using" this"




and" Green" (RBG)" images."When" considering" image" datasets," the" rows" of" the"matrix"
used"with"PCA"represented"the"pixel"numbers"of"the"reshaped"images"and"the"columns"
contained" their" intensity" values." This" required" the" images" to" be" reshaped" and" a"
pictorial"representation"of"this"is"displayed"within"Figure"3.3.""
In"this"instance,"images"were"analysed"by"reshaping"the"N"by"M"rows"of"an"image"at"a"
particular" channel,"which" for" instance" could"be"one"of" the"RBG"colours"of" an" image,"




in" this" way," i.e." all" image" pixels" formed" the" rows" of" the" reshaped" matrix" and" the"








of" a" heatmap" that" highlighted" the" pixels" most" strongly" associated" with" the" trend"
identified"by"the"PCA"score"of"interest."If"PCA"was"conducted"on"image"datasets"within"
the"subsequent"chapters"then"the"matrix"design"presented"above"was"used.""3.1.3.2$Colour$deconvolution$
Alternatives" to" using" PCA" in" the" separation" of" staining" colours" included" colour"
deconvolution" algorithms." In" this" research" the" equations" as" laid" out" by" Berger" et" al"
were" used" and" this" implementation" required" desired," undesired" and" background"
colours" to" be" defined." These" entities" were" selected" from" the" PCA" scores" of" a" test"
image.""
"
Once" defined," they"were" used" to" reshape" the" image’s" RBG"basis" vectors" into" a" new"
colour" space" where" the" undesired" stain" was" removed." The" colour" space"
transformation," undesired" colour" component" removal" and" conversion" back" to" the"
original"RBG"space"is"given"by:"
" !! = !! + (!!!!!! − !!!!!! − !!!!!! − !!!!!! + !!!!!! − !!!!!! − !!!!!!)!(!!!!!! − !!!!!! − !!!!!! + !!!!!! + !!!!!! − !!!!!! − !!!!!!) !(18)"
"
In"equation"18,"d,n,u"and"p"stands"for"desired,"undesired,"their"cross"product"normal"
and" the" background" colour" components" respectively" with" the" subscripts" 1,2" and" 3"
standing"for"red,"green"and"blue"and"the"matrix"M"is"defined"as:"
"













However," using" only" colour" intensity" in" the" optimal" segmentation" of" images" can" be"
difficult" to" achieve." This" is" because" of" the" problem" of" over," under" and" non" specific"








Contour" evolution" by" contraction" and" dilation" was" facilitated" by" following" the" rules"
outlined"below:"
• The" algorithm" begun" by" computing" a" “force”" for" the" edge" pixels" that" were"














Active" contours" without" edges" require" seed" points" in" order" for" the" optimal"
segmentation" of" desired" features" to" take" place." In" this" instance," the" seeds" were" a"
result" of" applying" a" colour" deconvolution" algorithm" (section" 3.1.3.2)" to" the" images"
contained" within" a" volume." The" submucosal" staining" colours" were" chosen" as" the"
desired" component" because" this" caused" the" epithelial" regions" within" the" final"








components" from" within" images" was" through" the" process" of" combining" different"











the" correlated" trends"between" the" two" can"be"quantified" and" allows" for" features"of"
interest"to"be"identified."
"
Although," in" reality," CPCA" [137]"uses"weighting" coefficients"with" the"original"data" so"
that"the"optimal"matching"between"their"variances"is"achieved."Treating"each"data"set"
as"a"block"and"using"PCA" iterations"with"appropriate"weights" in"the"determination"of"




and" CK." The" protocol" required" to" derive" CK" sections" is" detailed" in" Table" 3.1." These"
reagents"were"chosen"because"together"they"are"very"specific"for"the"epithelium."This"
is" because" the" MNF116" CK" (DAKO," Cambridge," UK)" antibody" specifically" stains" the"






this" section" red." The" non" linear" registration" (section" 3.1.2.2)" of" images" of" the"
contiguous" sections"with" respect" to" one" another"means" that" the" red" staining" of" the"







the" epithelium" was" located." To" ensure" that" this" analysis" could" be" conducted" on" all"
samples,"they"were"all"alternatively"stained"with"CK"and"H&E"and"images"of"these"were"


















that" a"binary" volume" could"be"made" that" contained" the" volumes"epithelial" features."
From" these" Boolean" volumes" a"measure" of" epithelial" connectivity" could" be" derived,"
which"in"this"instance"amounted"to"recording"the"volumes"number"of"26"3D"connected"
components.""3.1.3.5$D$Statistic$










determined" by" confidence" limits" set" by" the" F" distribution" [138]." The" D" statistic" was"















this" case," is" classified" as" a" particular" group" based" upon" its" Euclidean" distance" away"






Another" clustering" algorithm" investigated" is" known" as" Fuzzy" C"Means" (FCM)." In" this"
approach,"pixels"could"be"part"of"all"clusters"to"a"certain"degree."For"example,"a"data"
point"maybe"fully"part"of"cluster"one"or"it"could"be"part"of"cluster"one"and"two"[65]."In"
this" algorithm," the" weighted" distance" of" the" data" points" away" from" the" mean" of"
clusters" was" used" to" determine" the" degree" of" class"membership." The"weights" were"





the" update" stage" of" the" FCM" that" corresponded" to" the" distance" of" the" pixel’s"




Volume" rendering" allows" for" the" epithelial" continuity" of" tissue" samples" to" be"
investigated"but"it"is"only"one"way"in"which"the"literature"suggests"that"differentiation"
can" be" brought" about." For" example," it" has" been" noted" that" the" profiling" of" tissue"











staff" working" within" the" pathology" department" of" Cheltenham" Hospital"
(Gloucestershire"Hospitals"NHS"Foundation"Trust"(GHNFT),"UK)."
The" antibodies" they" used" in" the" staining" of" tissue" sections" were" Ki67," Matrix"
Metalloproteinase" 1" (MMP" 1)," Collagen" IV," E[Cadherin" and" p53" [11–13]." These"
antibodies"were" used" to" stain" ten" cases" of" EM" and" cancer" respectively." However," it"
should"be"noted,"that"one"of"the"EM"slides"stained"for"Collagen"IV"was"destroyed"prior"
to"analysis."
Analysis" of" IHC" stained" tissue" sections" required" that" the" staining" be" of" the" highest"
quality."Therefore,"a"DAKO"(Cambridge,"UK)"Envision"Flex"High"pH"buffer"system"was"
used,"except"in"the"case"of"Collagen"IV,"to"ensure"this.""
The" antibodies" were" diluted" from" stock," Table" 3.1," and" left" to" hybridise" with" tissue"
sections" for" an" amount" of" time" as" specified" by" the" manufacturer." They" were" also"
counterstained" with" Mayers" haematoxylin" (BDH," Leicester," UK)" so" that" a" contrast"
between"stained"and"non[stained"regions"could"be"seen.""
Table&3.1."The"antibodies"used"by"this"research"and"the"dilutions"made"from"stock"to"
stain" the" tissue" sections." a=" (DAKO," Cambridge," UK)" &" b=(" Neomarkers," Michigan,"
USA)."




Ki67& 1/100" DAKOa" 10" 10"
p53& 1/500" DAKOa" 10" 10"
MMP=1& ""1/50" Neomarkersb" 10" 10"
Collagen&IV& ""1/50" Neomarkersb" 9" 10"
E=Cadherin& 1/100" DAKOa" 10" 10"
MNF116&Pan&
Cytokeratin&
1/50" DAKOa" N/A" N/A"$3.2.2$Histological$Grading$of$tissue$sections$
The"grading"of" tissue" sections"enabled" the"abundance"of"proteins" to"be"qualitatively"
analysed." This" analysis" was" conducted" for" all" IHC" antibodies" except" in" the" case" of"











For" Collagen" IV," the" continuity" of" staining" within" the" basement" membranes" of" the"
submucosal"glandular"and"surface" tissue"was"analysed." If" there"was"no" staining" then"
the"samples"were"given"a"value"of"one"and"they"were"given"a"value"between"two"and"
three"if"the"staining"was"discontinuous"or"continuous."""3.2.3$The$Mann%Whitney$U$Statistic$




To"carry"out" this" test," two"data"sets"are" ranked"by" their"order"of"magnitude"and"are"
individually" given" a" score" of" +1" every" time" they" outrank" the" other" distribution." The"
highest" rank" sum"was" then"used"with" the" following" formulae" so" that" the"differences"
between"the"two"distributions"can"be"compared:"
!! = !!!! + !!(!! + 1)2 − !! !(22)"
Where"U"is"the"Mann[Whitney"U"statistic,"n"is"the"size"of"the"dataset,"R"is"the"sum"of"
the"ranks"for"the"kth"data"set"and"k"is"the"dataset"with"the"largest"rank."A"critical"value"
for" U" was" determined" from" the" normal" distribution" and" the" null" hypothesis" was"
rejected"if"it"was"more"than"this"value.""
In" this" instance," the" test"was"applied" to" continuity"metrics"derived" from"3D"volumes"
and" to" the" IHC" tissue" sections" staining" intensity" results" obtained" from" a" senior"
pathologist." In" the" former," the" null" hypothesis" was" that" the" staining" intensities"
between" the" two" different" pathologies" were" the" same." In" the" latter," the" null"
hypothesis"was"that"there"was"no"difference"in"connectivity"within"3D"volumes"made"
for" cancer" and" EM" cases." In" this" investigation," not" only" where" univariate" tests"









This" algorithm" groups" points" together" in" an" iterative" pairwise" fashion." Initially" a"
distance"metric,"which"in"this"instance"was"Euclidean,"was"used"in"the"pairing"together"







The"drawback"of"using" IHC"antibodies" is" that" they"can"only" stain" for" the"presence"of"
single" molecular" components" within" tissue" sections." FTIR" provides" an" alternative" to"
this" limitation" as" it" probes" the" vibrational" modes" of" a" variety" of" functional" groups."
Therefore,"FTIR"can"be"used"to"visualise"more"than"one"molecular"configuration"within"
a"tissue"sample"[86],"[98],"[139]."




differentiating" EM" from" cancer," Figure" 3.5." In" this" study," 11" cases"of" EM"and" cancer"
were"analysed."Although,"it"should"be"noted,"that"the"multivariate"model"only"included"





Figure& 3.5." A" flow" chart" describing" how" FTIR" spectroscopy" was" used" in" the" disease"
classification"process."
In" Figure" 3.5," the" methods" used" to" correlate" histology" with" spectroscopy" are"
highlighted."It"involved"using"a"pathologist’s"expert"assessment"in"the"determination"of"








The" correlation" of" histology" and" spectroscopy" via" registration" was" made" possible"






































a" raster" like" fashion" above" a" tissue" sample" so" that" a" chemical" image" could" be"
made[98].""3.3.1.1$FTIR$imaging$and$experimental$parameters$





• collected" using" a" spectral" and" spatial" resolution" of" 6cm[1" and" 6.25μms"
respectively;"





Further" studies" measured" individual" glands" from" tissue" sections" and" these" spectra"
were:"
• collected" using" a" spectral" and" spatial" resolution" of" 4cm[1" and" 25μms"
respectively;"







• collected" using" a" spectral" and" spatial" resolution" of" 6cm[1" and" 25μms"
respectively;"







The" vast" majority" of" techniques" used" in" this" investigation" have" been" previously"
explained," such" as" PCA" (section" 3.1.3.1)," PATs" (section" 3.1.2.1)" [38]," and" the" CPCA"
algorithm" (section" 3.1.3.4)." What" follows" next" is" an" explanation" of" the" remaining"
techniques"utilised"by"this"project."3.3.1.2$Intermodal$Image$registration$$
In" this" investigation," histology" specific" spectra" were" used" because" this" aids"
classification."To"abstract"histology"specific"spectra"an"image"registration"protocol"was"
developed"which"combined"images"from"different"modalities"together.""
This" involved" using" registration" techniques" that" were" both" linear" and" non" linear" in"
nature."For" the" linear" transformations," the" image’s"PCA" (section"3.1.3.1)"scores"were"
calculated"and"used"further"with"k[means"clustering"(section"3.1.3.6)."In"this"instance,"




when" used" further" with" a" PAT" facilitated" linear" registration." This" was" followed" by"
optimising"a"Sum"of"Squares"Difference"(SSD)"metric.""
"
Although," it" should" be" noted" that" the" well" defined" problem" of" tissue" deformation"
prevented"a"reliance"on"linear"transformations"[25],"[27]."It"was"for"this"reason"that"a"B"
Spline" grid" non" linear" registration" (section" 3.1.2.2)" scheme" was" used" in" order" to"
optimally" warp" one" image" to" look" like" another" [29]," [40]," [120]." The" intermodal"
registration" scheme" implemented" here" was" the" same" as" that" found" within" the"
segmentation"section"(section"3.1.3)."3.3.1.3.$Image$segmentation$
Mapping" and" registration" allowed" for" precise" histological" and" spectroscopic"
relationships"to"be"defined."However,"the"features"of" interest"contained"within"these"
still" needed" to" be" derived" and" this" was" facilitated" by" the" use" of" appropriate"
segmentation" algorithms." In" this" instance,"mucin" and" epithelial" targets"were" probed"
with"IR.""
Mucin&segmentation&
For" Mucin," segmentation" was" achieved" by" using" the" PCA" loads" of" a" target" image,"
where" the" mucin" was" identifiable" within" its" scores," with" the" acquired" IR" chemical"
maps." Further" to" this," a" training" set" of" mucin" scores" were" used" with" the" 95%"






along"with" the" segmentation"procedure"presented" in" section" 3.1.3.4."Whereby,"H&E"
and" CK" images" were" registered" and" used" with" the" CPCA" algorithm" [137]." These"
registered" images" were" then" further" transformed" with" respect" to" their" IR" chemical"
map"counterparts."
The"H&E,"CK"and"IR"tissue"sections"imaged"were"consecutively"cut"from"sample"blocks"
and" this" ensured" that" their" individual"morphology"was" similar." This" allowed" for" one"
image,"where" a" feature" could"be"easily" segmented," to"be"used" in" the"exploration"of"
another." As" a" result," the" identified" epithelial" regions" could" be" selected" so" that" its"
associated"spectra"used"further"within"a"multivariate"model"(section"3.3.2)."""
"
Another" procedure" that" enabled" the" collection" of" epithelial" specific" spectra" was" a"
digital" staining" technique" (Figure" 3.6)." In" this" method," the" PCA" scores" of" registered"









so" that" epithelial" specific" spectra" could" be" derived." In" this" instance," the" epithelial"
spectra"that"were"selected"related"to"regions"that"had"been"previously"identified"by"a"
pathologist." In" Appendix" B," the" selected" regions" are" highlighted" by" blue" boxes" and"





Figure& 3.6."A"schematic" representation"of"how"the" Infrared" (IR)"Principal"Component"
Analysis" (PCA)" scores" were" related" to" those" of" its" corresponding" standardly" stained"
section"by"linear"regression."It"should"be"noted"here"that"the"IR"map"representation"is"
a"PCA"score"image"where"only"the"carbohydrate"region"of"the"spectrum"was"analyzed."
Although," the" regressive"model"built"used"all"of" the" recorded"spectra,"except" for" the"
paraffin"peaks."
Colour&balancing&digitally&stained&images&
However," the" small" number" of" coadded" scans" used" sometimes" meant" that" poor"
spectra"were" acquired." In" these" regions" the"digital" staining"was"dull" and" so" a" colour"
balancing" algorithm"was"developed" to" correct" for" this."Within" the" literature" this" has"




of" undesired" and" desired" staining" colours." Therefore," a" new" way" of" matching" the"
colours" between" images"was" developed" and" this"was" done" so" by"matching" the" PCA"
scores"of"a"reference"and"target."""
"



















target’s" colours" to" be" projected" onto" those" of" the" reference" and" facilitated" colour"
balancing.""
"
This"was" achieved" by"matching" the"means" and" standard" deviations" of" the" reference"
and" target" image’s" scores." These" were" then" converted" back" into" the" Red," Blue" and"
Green"(RBG)"colour"space"by"multiplying"the"transpose"of"the"references"loads"by"the"




can" lead" to" spectral" artefacts" being" present" within" the" recorded" data." However,"
through" the" application" of" the" Extended"Multiplicative" Scatter" Correction" algorithm"
(EMSC),"equations"4"and"5,"these"defects"can"be"corrected"[100],"[107].""EMSC"was"also"
used"to"correct" for"any"signal"contribution"that"came"from"paraffin," the"substance" in"
which"tissue"samples"were"embedded"[102],"[104].""3.3.1.5$Savitzky%Golay$(SavGol)$Second$Derivative$Filtering$$
Other" issues,"besides"unwanted"spectral" contributions," include" the" fact" that"baseline"
artefacts" affect" IR" spectra." One" way" in" which" the" literature" approximates" these"
artefacts"is"by"taking"the"spectrum’s"second"derivative."It"is"well"known"that"the"second"
derivative" will" resolve" overlapping" peaks" and" make" spectra" relative" to" their"
instrument’s"baseline"[85],"[88],"[140].""
There" are"many"ways" of" approximating" the" second" derivative" of" IR" spectra" and" one"




this" instance," the"SavGol" filter,"which"was"part"of" the"EigenVector" (Wenatchee,"USA)"
PLS"toolbox,"was"used."Briefly,"this"method"operates"by"fitting"a"polynomial"to"a"series"
of"spectral"points"that"are"found"within"a"predefined"window."The"second"derivative"of"
the" polynomial" at" the" point" on" which" the" window" was" centred" was" then" used" to"
approximate"the"derivative"of"the"raw"spectra"[141]."3.3.2$Multivariate$statistics$
Once" the" histology" specific" spectra" were" refined" they" were" used" with" multivariate"
statistics" in" order" for" functions" to" be" generated" that" would" enable" automatic"




principal" components" were" selected," via" ANOVA" (section" 3.3.2.1)," and" used" further"
with" a" Linear" Discriminant" Analysis" (LDA)" classifier" [50]," [85]," [86]," [94]" (section"
3.3.2.2)." This" enabled" automated" functions" to" be" produced" that" differentiated" EM"
cases"from"cancer.""3.3.2.1$ANalysis$Of$VAriance$(ANOVA)$
An" important" part" of" the" procedure" above" is" that" principal" components" are" chosen"
that" are" representative" of" the" most" significant" differences" that" exist" between"
pathology"groups."To"ensure"this,"ANOVA"was"carried"out"on"PCA"scores.""
ANOVA" operated" by" calculating" the" within" and" between" group" variances" and" this"




!"#$%& = !"#$"%&'!!"#$""%!!"#$%&!"#$"%&'! "#ℎ!"!!"#$%& (23)"




These" discriminatory" scores"were" used"within" an" LDA"model" so" that" a" function"was"
produced"that"would"automatically"differentiate"EM"cases"from"cancer."To"derive"this"
function,"LDA"uses"the"Mahalanobis"distance"to"maximise"the"between"and"minimise"
the"within"group"variation:"!!"! = !! − !! !!!! !! − !! !(24)"
In" the" above"d" is" the"distance"of" the"observation" i" away" from"group" g" and" Sp" is" the"
pooled"covariance"matrix"which"is"defined"by:"!! = !!! !! !!!! !!(!!!!!!) !(25)""
In"the"above"S"and"S’"represents"the"variance"–"covariance"matrix"for"a"particular"group"
and"I"is"the"number"of"samples"in"that"class"[51],"[85],"[94],"[143].""3.3.2.3$Cross$Validation$
Only" a" small" proportion" of" the" population" was" being" sampled" in" the" PCA" fed" LDA"
model." Therefore," the" generalisation" of" the" model" to" unknown" samples" can" be"
estimated" by" scrutinising" its" response" to" being" cross" validated." This" produces"




popular" variant" within" the" literature" is" known" as" Leave" One" Out" Cross" Validation"
(LOOCV)"[51],"[143]."
In" this" procedure" the" spectra"used"within" an" initial"model"were" tested"by"building" a"
new"model"where" cohorts" of" spectra"were" left" out." The" spectra" left" out" of" the" new"
model"related"to"the"individual"regions"that"had"been"segmented"from"the"IR"maps"of"
whole"tissue"sections"(section"3.3.1.3)."The"loads"of"this"new"model"were"then"used"to"








analysis" and" IR" spectroscopy." There" are" many" particularities" associated" with" each"
technique" and" viable" methodologies" have" been" found" that" negate" some" of" their"
limitations."
For"example,"multiple"image"stitching"algorithms"[123]"were"found"that"enabled"whole"
tissue" representations" to"be"made."These"provided"datasets" that" could"be"used"with"
registration"algorithms."The"“as"rigid"as"possible”"algorithms"are"thought"to"be"better"
suited" for" histological" registration" [29]," [42]" and" multiple" varieties" of" these" are"
described"above.""
The" registration" of" these" images"with" respect" to" one" another" is" important" but" even"
more"so"is"the"meaningful"representation"of"histological"features."In"this"instance,"the"
literature"was"searched"for"appropriate"algorithms"[63],"[65],"[67]"and"an"investigation"
of" these" will" be" conducted." Also," a" new" intermodal" registration" and" segmentation"
routine," that" utilised" CPCA" [137]," was" developed" so" that" comparisons" between" this"
algorithm"and"the"current"literature"can"be"made.""
Although," the" literature" has" great" belief" that" 3D" volume" rendering"will" facilitate" the"








The" final" technique" identified" by" this" investigation" as" having" some" classificatory"
potential" is" IR" spectroscopy." It" has" been" used" previously" in" the" classification" of" a"
variety" of" different" disease" types" [48]," [50]," [84]," [85]," [87]," [88]," [94]," [95]," [101]"
because" it"probes"the"vibrational"modes"of"molecules[50]." In"this" instance,"a"PCA"fed"








Epithelial) Misplacement) (EM)) within) the) colon) is) characterised) by) the) presence) of)
glandular)tissue)within)the)submucosal)regions)of)polyps)[1],)[8],)[9],)[12],)[13],)[144].)
These)islands)of)epithelium)arise)because)of)the)continual)fluxing)of)the)colon)and)this)
will) cause) polyps) to) become) damaged) and) bleed.) As) a) result,) the) Bowel) Cancer)
Screening) Programmes) (BCSP)) Faecal)Occult) Blood) (FOB)) test)will) be) positive) so) EM)
polyps)are)selected)for)pathological)review.))
These) cases) may) get) mistaken) for) cancer) because) upon) histological) processing) the)
misplaced)islands)will)look)like)they)have)disassociated)from)the)surface)by)metastatic)
mechanisms.)However,)only)in)the)cancer)cases)does)the)submucosal)glandular)tissue)
have) any) malignant) potential[8],) [145],) [146].) Therefore,) surgery) is) only) justified) in)
cases)of)adenocarcinoma.)))
Evidence)that)EM)is)a)benign)condition)comes)from)an)historic)study)that)found)that)
patients)who) exclusively) contained) these) polyps) did) not) go) onto) develop) colorectal)
cancer)[8].)Therefore,)reliable)diagnostic)adjuncts)are)required)to)prevent)this)surgery.)
In) this) instance,) the) benefits) of) using) three) dimensional) (3D)) volume) rendering,)
immunohistochemistry) (IHC)) and) Infrared) (IR)) spectroscopy)were) evaluated) and) the)
results)of)this)are)presented)below.))
4.1$3D$Volume$rendering$results$
The) purpose) of) the) following) study) was) to) determine) if) the) continuity) of) epithelial)
features) within) 3D) volumes) of) EM) and) cancer) could) be) used) to) bring) about) their)
differentiation.) This) involved) the) acquisition)of) images) at) a) suitable) resolution,) their)
deformation) with) respect) to) one) another,) using) registration) techniques,) and) the)
application)of)a)suitable)segmentation)technique.))
In) this) instance,) a) novel) epithelial) segmentation) methodology) was) developed) that)
facilitated) the) evaluation) of) epithelial) connectivity.) The) developed) segmentation)
routine) involved) the) coWregistration)of) images)of)Heamatoxylin) and) Eosin) (H&E)) and)
Cytokeratin) (CK)) tissue) sections.) The) number) of) 26) connected) components) were)
recorded)from)the)segmented)volumes)and)used)with)inference)tests)to)determine)if)
any)significant)differences)between)the)pathologies)existed.))




The) images) used) within) the) 3D) volume) rendering) process) are) the) fundamental)
components) of) this) technique.) The) images) acquired)have) to) be)of) a) suitable) quality)
and)of)an)appropriate)resolution.))
In) this) instance,) three) image) acquisition) techniques) were) tested) to) ensure) a)
methodology)was)found)that)met)the)above)objectives.)Firstly,)whole)images)of)tissue)
sections)were) constructed) from) the) stitching) together)of)overlapping) images) (Figure)
4.1).) This) stitching) was) achieved) by) using) Scale) Invariant) Feature) Transform) (SIFT))
descriptors) and) normalised) correlation) and) these) facilitated) the) computation) of) a)
translation)that)would)perfectly)overlay)images)[119],)[123].))
SIFT) descriptors) enabled) a) translation) to) be) found) because) this) technique) finds)
correspondence) points) between) images.) However,) a) unique) translation) that) would)
stitch) the) images) together) cannot) be) found) from) these) as) they) contain) many)
anomalies.))
Therefore,)the)Normalised)Correlation)Coefficient)(NCC))was)implemented)as)a)way)of)
correcting) for) erroneous) correspondences.) NCC) facilitated) this) through) its) use) as) a)
comparison) metric.) In) this) instance,) 100) by) 100) image) regions) that) were) defined)
around)the) images)matching)SIFT)points)were)used)with)NCC.)Only)those)points)that)
were)highly) related) to)each)other,)defined)as)having)a)NCC)of)0.95)and)above,)were)






highly) effective) at) stitching) images) together,) Figure) 4.1) D,) and) that) the) refinement)
worked)very)well.) This) is)highlighted)by)Figure)4.1)AWC)where) it) can)be)visually) seen)




















Vignetting) is) the) gradual) loss) of) light) intensity) at) the) edges) of) images) and) is) due) to)
point) light) sources.) If) images) of) the) type) presented) in) Figure) 4.2) A) were) stitched)
together)then)the)final) image)would)contain)significant)tiling)anomalies.)However,)by)
application) of) a) reference) image) (Figure) 4.2) B),) which) was) a) piece) of) a) slide) that)
contained)no) tissue,) the)vignetting)effects) can)be) removed.)This)enabled) for)visually)
aesthetic) images) to)be)produced)that)could)be)used) further)within) image)processing)
algorithms)(Figure)4.2)C))[25].)
Generally,) this) sort) of) image) stitching) was) accurate) and) computationally) efficient.)
However,)the)efficiency)of)this)approach)was)compromised)when)the)size)of)the)polyp)
was) on) the) same)order) of)magnitude) as) the) slide) on)which) it)was)mounted.) This) is)
because) the) computational) cost) of) this) method) is) proportional) to) the) number) of)
images) taken) for) a) tissue) sample.) ) This) can)be)problematic,) as) EM)cases) are)usually)
much)larger)than)cancer.)For)instance,)one)image)of)a)section)of)a)case)of)EM)took)up)
to)an)hour)to)stitch)together)using)this)method.))#





Figure$ 4.2.$ The) effect) vignetting) had) on) the) output) images) of) the) histology) camera)













Therefore,) other) image) stitching) methods) were) sought,) such) as) joining) overlapping)
images)together)by)maximising)their)phase)correlation)coefficient)[124].)Although,)this)
approach)was)again)generally)accurate,)it)was)still)very)computationally)expensive)for)
large) images.) An) example) of) an) image) produced) using) this) mosaicking) method) is)
presented) in)Figure)4.4.)For)this)one) image,) it) took)half)an)hour)to)stitch)the)smaller)
segments)together.)This)was)problematic)as)there)were)60)tissue)sections)for)this)case)
and) this) would) have) meant) that) around) 30) hours) would) have) been) spent) on) the)
construction)of)its)images.)))










Figure$ 4.3.$ An) example) of) the) limitations) of) the) implemented) image) stitching)
algorithm.)Similar)features)that)exist)in)the)overlapping)images)have)been)identified)by)




Figure$ 4.4.$ An) example) output) of) phase) correlation) stitching.) This) image) was)
comprised)of)26)smaller)segments)and)took)half)an)hour)to)stitch)together)[124].$#







These) systems) have) several) advantages,) such) as) they) are) invariant) to)mathematical)
assumptions) and) that) there) is) almost) no) computational) complexity) associated) with)











for)and) this)was)done)by)selecting)an) individual) tile) from)the)whole) image)and) then)
using)this)as)a)reference)[25].)The)tile)chosen)as)the)reference)was)representative)of)a)
piece)of)the)slide)that)had)no)tissue)on)it.)The)correction)methodology)worked)on)the)
same) principles) as) before) and) it) can) be) seen) from) Figure) 4.5) B) &) Figure) 4.6) that)
correcting)in)this)way)reduced)the)vignetting)phenomenon.)Although,)this)method)of)
correction) was) not) perfect,) it) does) allow) for) data) exploration) techniques,) such) as)





Figure$ 4.6.$ Correcting) the) vignetting) phenomenon.) A)) The) original) image) that) was)





The) purpose) of) constructing) images) representative) of) entire) tissue) sections) was) so)
that)they)could)be)used)further)within)the)construction)of)3D)volumes.)However,)the)
images)produced)by)stitching)and)tiling)cannot)be)used)directly.)This)is)because)when)





such) as) by) linear) and) nonWlinear) transformations.) Using) linear) registrations) in) the)
attempted) alignment) of) images) involves) applying) rigid) body) transformations,) which)
are) made) up) of) rotations,) translations) and) scaling) factors.) In) this) instance,) linear)





be) registered) to,)known)as) the)static.)The) individual) tiles)are)moved)within) the) local)
neighbourhood)of) the) static) so) that)points)of) correspondence)can)be) identified.)The)
points) of) correspondence) defined) are) the) centroids) of) the)moving) images) tiles) that)












However,) it)was)decided) that) this) technique)was)not) fit) for)purpose.)This) is)because)
the) method) was) practically) cumbersome) and) could) not) handle) large) degrees) of)





the) tiles) from)one) image)will)not)be) the)same)as) the)other.)Therefore,) the)similarity)
metric)will)not)be)able)to)accurately)define)where)the)points)of)correspondence)are.)









To) reduce) the) impact)of) rotation) it)has)been)suggested) in) the) literature) that)a)multi)
iterative)approach)be)taken)[24].)In)this)way,)it)is)thought)that)as)the)images)become)









(DoG).) Maximum) and) minimum) points) within) this) pyramid) were) found) and) their)
location) was) used) to) collect) pixel) intensity) and) orientation) information) from) the)
original) images) [35].) To) make) the) algorithm) rotationally) invariant) the) orientation)
information)that)was)gathered)was)translated)with)respect)to)the)most)dominant)and)






was) composed) of) translations,) rotations) and) scaling) factors) to) matched)
correspondence)points.)It)rejected)any)points)that)did)not)fit)the)optimised)model)to)a)
high) degree) of) accuracy.) The) refinement) by) RANSAC) on) the) SIFT) points) can) also) be)
seen) in) Figure) 4.8.) The) green) circles) with) blue) crosses) are) the) points) of)
correspondence)that)RANSAC)preserved)and)the)green)circles)with)no)crosses)are)the)
points) that)were) rejected.)From)observing)Figure)4.8) it) can)visually)be)seen) that) the)




the) points) of) correspondence) could) take) place) (Figure) 4.9).) The) optimisation)metric)
used)within)the)simplex)algorithm)was)the)L1)estimator,)and)is)presented)in)equation)
12)and)13.))
However,) linear) transformations) are) not) appropriate) for) histology) images.) This) is)
because)of) the) non) linear) deformations) that) occur) to) tissue) samples)when) they) are)
being) sectioned) [25],) [29],) [147].) Therefore,) nonWrigid) transformations) have) to) be)
applied)to)images)to)correct)for)this.)The)non)linear)changes)between)images)are)often)













As) the) linear) transformations) were) not) appropriate,) non) linear) algorithms) were)
considered.) However,) in) some) instances,) the) preliminary) computation) of) a) linear)
A B 
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transformation) was) necessary) as) it) reduces) registration) error.) Although,) certain)
techniques) that) use) closed) solutions) with) correspondence) points) do) not) usually)
require)these)[31].))
There)are)many)non)rigid)techniques)to)choose)from)[40])but)only)as)rigid)as)possible)
techniques) are) appropriate) for) histology) images) [29],) [31],) [40],) [42],) [45].) This) is)
because) they) prevent) the) over) warping) of) images) and) maintain) their) true)




RANSAC) filtered) SIFT) points) were) used) [29],) [32],) [36].) To) prevent) RANSAC) from)




within) individual) scanning)electron)microscopy) tiles) that)were)part)of)a) larger) image)
[36].)))
The)remaining)correspondence)points)were) then)used)with) the)rigid) implementation)
of)the)MLS)algorithm)in)order)to)warp)one) image)so)that) it) looked)like)another.)MLS)
deforms) images)by) firstly) fitting)a)grid) to) them)and) then)moving) the)vertices)of) this)
grid)so)that)the)points)of)correspondence)between)images)optimally)overlap.)For)the)





from)Figure)4.10)A) W)D) that) this) procedure) can)be)used) to)bring) about) the) accurate)
overlap)of)images)but)Figure)4.11)AWD)reveals)its)limitations.)The)unreliable)nature)of)
this) registration) can)be) attributed) to) the)quality) of) the) images) used) and) the)way) in)
which)erroneous)correspondence)points)were)removed.)
The) size,) and) therefore) quality,) of) the) images) had) to) be) reduced) before) they)were)
analysed.) This) reduction) was) necessary) because) of) computational) constraints) that)
apply)when)working)with)images)in)Matlab)(Natwick,)USA))on)a)standard)desktop)PC.)
The) image) resizing)affected) the)number)and)quality)of) correspondence)points) found)




Figure$ 4.10.) The) improvements) in) alignment) that) can)be)achieved)by)using) grouped)




within) the) images)where) the)difference)has)been) reduced)by)application)of) the)MLS)
algorithm.)C))A)representation)of)the)overlap)of)the)linearly)registered)images.)D))The)
overlap)of)the)images)registered)by)the)“as)rigid)as)possible”)MLS)technique.)#
It) may) have) also) been) the) case) that) the) grouping) together) of) SIFT) points) into) 4)
clustered) regions)was) not) appropriate.) This) is) because) it) increased) the) likelihood) of)




its) operation.) In) some) instances,) only) a) few) sparse) SIFT) points) were) found) for)
particular) regions) and) this) is) because) the) images) were) resized) before) they) were)
processed.)It)was)thought)that)the)points)found)in)the)resized)images)would)represent)







However,) these) techniques) do) have) some) potential.) The) further) implementation) of)
this)methodology)within)similar)research)will)require)largeWscale)images)to)be)acquired)





difference) image) that) have) been) registered) by) linear) means.) B)) The) differences)
between)images)that)have)been)warped)using)the)MLS)algorithm.)The)blue)boxes)in)A)
&) B) highlight) regions) where) the) difference) has) been) made) worse) by) the) MLS)
technique.)C))The)overlap)between)images)that)have)been)linearly)registered.)D))The)
overlap)between)images)that)have)been)deformed)using)the)MLS)algorithm.)The)blue)
boxes) in)C&D)highlight) regions)where) the)overlap)has)been)made)worse)by)applying)
the)MLS)algorithm)on)group)RANSAC)corrected)SIFT)points.))#
The) technical) difficulties) associated) with) accurate) in) house) registration) led) to) a)










operates) by) initially) rigidly) transforming) acquired) images) of) whole) tissue) sections.)




















including) the) subjective) measurement) of) continuity) by) a) pathologist.) However,) to)
quantify) any) differences) further) processing) of) these) volumes) was) required.) In) this)
instance,)image)segmentation)algorithms)were)investigated)and)developed)so)that)the)
continuity) of) epithelial) glands) in) 3D) could) be) measured.) As) with) the) registration)
procedures,) there) are) a) plethora) of) image) segmentation) algorithms) available) to)






by) analysing) differences) in) colour) between) differently) stained) regions) of) images,) a)
feature)of)interest)can)be)segmented.))
)




The) surrounding) connective) tissue,) the) submucosa,)will) stain) strongly) for) eosin) as) it)
contains) many) cytoplasmic) compartments.) Therefore,) the) difference) in) colour)








These) vectors) were) used) to) reshape) the) images) Red,) Blue) and) Green) (RBG)) basis)




However,) as) is) evident) from) the) above) figure,) H&E) images) could) not) be) used) to)









defect.) FCM) is) a) texture) segmentation) technique)which) classifies) pixels) based) upon)
their)and)their)neighbours)distance)away)from)the)mean)of)a)cluster)[65].)In)this)way,)
it) was) hoped) that) the) incorrect) staining) within) the) submucosa) would) be) correctly)
classified.))#
#
Figure$ 4.13.$ The) colour) deconvolution) algorithm.)A)) The)original)H&E) stained) image)
with) the)desired) colour) contained)within) the)green)box,) the)undesired) colour) in) the)
orange)box)and) the)background)colour) is)contained) in) the)blue)box.)B))The)result)of)









if) the) incorrect)number)of)clusters) is)chosen)then)the)features)of) interest)will)not)be)
preserved)within)the)final)classification)results.)))#
In) the) current) literature,) FCM)has)been)more) commonly)used)as) a) starting)point)on)







Figure$ 4.14.) The)attempted)classification) for) the)epithelium)using) spatially) corrected)
Fuzzy)C)Means)(FCM))clustering.)A))The)original)H&E)image)and)B))the)FCM)classified)
image.)#
To) investigate) the) potential) of) using) active) contours,) the) colour) deconvolution)
algorithm) was) implemented) as) an) alternative) to) FCM.) The) desired) and) undesired)




within) its)rows)and)their) intensities)within) its)columns,)Figure)3.3.)However,)PCA)will)
not)allow)the)intensity)of)staining)colours)to)be)automatically)derived,)it)will)only)allow)
for)their)identification.)))#
Therefore,) appropriate) thresholds) were) used) with) a) test) score) image) so) that) the)
staining) colours) the) components) were) identifying) could) be) quantified.) These)










to) the) different) deconvolved) stains.) In) this) investigation,) it) was) determined) that)
deconvolving) the) eosin) staining) colour) provided) the) best) initialisation) for) active)
contours.)This)was)because)it)left)behind)white)holes)in)epithelial)positions,)Figure)4.15)














In) this) instance,) active) contours)were) grown) using) the) principles) of) contraction) and)
dilation.) This) technique) uses) a) series) of) rules) to) decide) whether) the) growth) of) a)
contour) into) a) particular) region) is) appropriate,) please) see) section) 3.1.3.3.) The)
technique)is)extremely)efficient)at)finding)object)boundaries,)as)can)be)seen)in)Figure)





Figure$ 4.16.) The)accurate) segmentation)of)objects) that) can)be)achieved)using)active)
contours)without)edges)that)are)evolved)by)contraction)and)dilation.$#




Figure$ 4.17.) The) end) result) of) using) eosin) colour) deconvolution) initiated) active)
contours.)#
Attempts) at) removing) these) undesired) contours) began)with) using) the) colour) of) the)
pixels)they)enveloped)in)their)classification.)However,)this)was)practically)cumbersome)
to) implement)and)did)not)work) in) all) instances.) Therefore,) alternative) segmentation)




images,) immunohistochemistry) (IHC)) alternatives) were) considered.) In) this) instance,)
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the) pan) Cytokeratin) (CK)) antibody,) MNF116) (Neomarkers,) UK),) was) used) as) this)













the) epithelium) has) stained) purple.) Therefore,) the) registration) of) the) CK) and) H&E)












Initially,) the) different) sets) of) stained) images) were) registered) separately) using) the)
algorithm)developed)by) the)Leeds) Institute)of)Molecular)Medicine) (LIMM)) [41],) [42].)
This)enabled)for)the)similar) image)sets)to)be)registered)with)respect)to)one)another.)
Corresponding) images) from) each) data) set) were) then) selected) and) used) within) the)
Consensus) Principal) Component) Analysis) (CPCA)) algorithm) [137].) CPCA) looks) for)
common) trends)between)measurements) that) have)been)made) for) a) system,) via) the)
use) of) weighting) coefficients.) In) this) instance,) the) epithelial) staining) relationship)
identified) above) was) represented) within) the) CPCA) scores) and) this) facilitated) its)
segmentation.))
)
This) technique) required) that) for) every) CK) image) there) was) a) corresponding) H&E)
image.)In)some)instances,)the)histological)processing)meant)that)individual)CK)or)H&E)
tissue)sections)were)destroyed)[27].)Therefore,)there)were)no)images)of)alternatively)




Figure$ 4.19.) The) results)obtained) from) the)automated) image) selection)algorithm.)A))
This) graph) displays) the) Sum)of) Squares)Differences) (SSD)) [28]) between)H&E) images)
that)were)registered)with)respect)to)a)target)CK)image.)B))A)depiction)of)the)overlap)
between)the)corresponding)sobel)images)found)by)this)algorithm.)#
For) this)automated)pairing,)an) image)was)selected) from)the)CK)volume)for)a)sample)











continued) until) both) the) maximum) resolution) of) the) images) and) the) algorithms)






the) refined) registration.) The) correspondence) algorithm) was) implemented) for) all)
images)and)enabled)for)accurate)correspondences)to)be)found) in)over)2,800) images.)










and) weights) were) used) to) derive) epithelial) specific) scores) from) each) samples)
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intermodally) registered) volume.) In) this) instance,) the) automated) image) pairing)
algorithm)discussed)previously)was)used) to) combine) a) sample's)H&E)and)CK) images)




CPCA) loadings) derived) from) the) training) dataset) could) now) be) applied) to) it.) This)
facilitated)the)production)of)CPCA)superscores)where)the)epithelial)regions)contained)




A&B.) Within) Figure) 4.21) A) it) can) be) seen) that) the) first) CK) image) block) loading) is)



















#A# # # # # B# #
Figure$ 4.21.) The)CPCA)block) loadings) for) the) training) set)CK) image) (A)) and) the)H&E)
image) (B).) The) CPCA) weights) for) the) three) CK) image) block) loadings) were) 0.7576,)
0.6493) and) 0.5178) respectively.) For) the) H&E) image) the) three) CPCA) block) loadings)
weights)were)0.6527,)0.7605)and)0.8555.)
)
Further) analysis) of) the) training) images) CPCA) superscores) in) a) 3D) plot,) Figure) 4.22,)
gives) greater) confidence) that) the) above) identified) trends) are) being) used) in) the)
segmentation)of)the)epithelium.)For)the)first)CPCA)component)it)can)be)seen)that)the)
transition)from)white)to)dark)pixels)was)being)described.)This)component)allowed)for)
the) localisation)of) the) epithelium)and) this) is) evident) from) the) fact) that) there)was) a)
strong) association) between) brown) and) purple) staining) for) this) feature) within) this)
component.))
)










In) this) image) the) overlap) of) the) H&E) and) CK) images) is) presented) along) with) two)






The) combination) of) CK) and) H&E) images) also) has) other) benefits) such) as) removing)
anomalies) present) within) the) background) slide,) where) for) instance) the) edge) of) the)
glass) slide) was) sometimes) present) (Figure) 4.24).) However,) this) approach) had) its)
limitations)and)required)that)for)both)the)CK)and)H&E)image)there)be)strong)staining.))#
Figure$4.23.) Improvements) in)segmentation)by)using)fused) images.)A))The)combined)
H&E)and)CK)image)for)a)sample)of)cancer.)B))The)segmentation)results)for)when)the)
intermodal) staining) relationships) were) modelled) by) CPCA.) C)) The) segmentation) for)
when)only)the)CK)image)was)used)with)PCA.)#
In)one)case)of)cancer,)the)H&E)staining)was)poor)and)the)acquired)images)of)this)stain)








volume) is) presented.) Within) Electronic) Appendix) A,) .gif) files) are) presented) which)
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cancerous) volumes,) i.e.) the) volume) contains) a) large) number) of) connected)
components,) this) will) mean) that) their) submucosal) glandular) tissue) is) more)
independent)of)the)surface.)Therefore,)this)can)be)used)as)a)measure)of)connectivity)
and)will)enable)the)benefit)of)3D)volume)rendering)to)bring)about)the)differentiation)

















Table$ 4.1.) The) number) of) 3D) connected) components) found) from) the) segmented)
volumes)presented)in)Electronic)Appendix)A.)#
Pathology$ Connectivity$Index$ Pathology$ Connectivity$Index$
EM$ 5129) Cancer) 2269)
EM$ 2406) Cancer) 611)
EM$ 1458) Cancer) 997)
EM$ 1487) Cancer) 3367)
EM$ 642) Cancer) 3133)
EM$ 2724) Cancer) 1304)
EM$ 2557) Cancer) 1563)
EM$ 3002) Cancer) 2666)
EM$ 3386) Cancer) 3740)
EM$ 1493) ) )
EM$ 1345) ) )
EM$ 3614) ) )
EM$ 1689) ) )#
However,) this) does) not) necessarily) mean) that) cases) of) cancer) are) as) connected) as)
cases)of)EM.)This)is)because)the)analysis)presented)above)has)several)limitations.)For)
instance,) in) some) images,) there) was) uncharacteristically) dark) staining) for) the)
submucosa) within) CK) images.) This) caused) these) pixels) to) fall) within) the) 90%)










cover) slips) to) histological) sections,) was) sometimes) preserved) within) the) final)
segmented) volumes.) This) is) because) it) produced) extremely) dark) colours) within) the)
acquired)images.)
)
However,) these) features) are) essentially) random) events) and) so) voxels) from) the) 3D)
segmented)volumes)that)were)only)one)level)thick)were)removed.)This)is)a)very)coarse)
quality)assurance)technique)and)so) it) is)not)surprising)that) it)did)not)work)well) in)all)
instances.))
A) review)of) the) training) set) superscores)did)not) identify)any)components) relating) to)
these)anomalies) and) so) they) could)not)be) removed)using) the) training) set)of) images)
presented)in)Figure)4.20.)However,)the)inclusion)of)specific)examples)of)these)within)
the) training) set) is) unlikely) to) remove) all) undesired) features,) as) they) will) not) be)






those) that) can)be) found)within) the) current) literature.) In) these)algorithms,) glandular)
tissue) is) often) missed) or) other) histological) components) are) misclassified) [67],) [71],)
[116],) [118].) In) this) analysis,) all) of) the) epithelium) can) be) segmented) but) with) the)
addition)of)undesired)features)in)some)cases.))
4.1.4)Summary)
The) above) analysis) suggests) that) the) submucosal) epithelial) islands) in) the) cases) of)




the) segmentation) technique) developed) has) several) advantages) over) the) other)
methods) tested,) Figure) 4.23) and) Electronic) Appendix) A.) Therefore,) the) use) of) this)
approach)was)justified.))
This) technique) was) highly) specific) for) the) epithelium) and) does) not) preserve) large)
undesired)image)artifacts,)Figure)4.24.)It)is)also)preferable)to)others)that)are)presented)





surface.) )Although,) the)3D) volume) rendering) approach)was) found)not) to)be)helpful,)
several) techniques) were) developed) that) had) application) with) other) modalities.) For)
example,) image) stitching) allowed) images) of)whole) tissue) sections) to) be)made) [123])
and)these)could)be)deformed)[29])with)respect)to)Infrared)(IR))images,)section)4.3.))
The)next)chapter)describes)the)IHC)alternatives)investigated)by)this)research.)This)was)




In# the# following#chapter#an# indication#of# the#diagnostic#potential#of#E4Cadherin,#p53,#
Collagen# IV,# Ki67# and#MMP41#will# be# given.# In# this# instance,# the# scores# given# to# the#
Immunohistochemistry# (IHC)# tissue# sections# by# a# Senior# Histopathologist# were#
evaluated#using#a#two#tailed#Mann#Whitney#U#test.#This#only#provided#information#on#
the# discriminatory# potential# of# the# individual# antibodies# and# so# hidden# trends#
contained# within# the# data# could# have# been# easily# missed.# Therefore,# unsupervised#
Hierarchical#Cluster#Analysis# (HCA)#was# implemented# in#an#attempt# to# identify# these#
discreet#trends.#
#
Within# the# literature,# antibody# annealing#has# been#used# to# successfully# differentiate#
Epithelial#Misplacement# (EM)# from#cancer# [9],# [11–13].# # In# these# studies,# the#unique#





that# there# is# a# reduced# expression# of# this# protein# at# the# location# of# interest.# The#
differences# in# staining# intensity# between# samples# are# what# researchers# have# used#
previously#in#the#determination#of#the#characteristics#that#belong#to#EM#[9],#[11–13].##
#
In# this# study,# ten# EM# and# cancerous# cases# were# investigated# using# the# antibodies#
identified#above.#This#was#so#the#claims#of#the#literature#could#be#scrutinized#[11–13].#
Although,# in# reality,# a# large# cohort# of# sample#will# have# to# be# used# before# any# solid#
conclusions#can#be#drawn.#
#
In# this# investigation,# a# double# review# of# the# staining# intensity# of# the# investigated#
samples#was#conducted.#An#expert’s#assessment,#who#has#experience# in#determining#
tissue#samples#that#are#representative#of#EM,#was#used#along#with#those#of#this#author#
in# the# determination# of# differences# in# staining# between# samples.# In# all# cases#
agreement#between#the#two#grading’s#was#noted.##
#
In# this# instance,# assessment# took# the# form# of# comparing# the# sample’s# submucosal#




In# this# investigation,# differences# between# the# E4Cadherin,# p53,# MMP1# and# Ki67#
antibodies#were#quantified#solely#by#intensity#of#staining.#For#Collagen#IV,#differences#
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in# the# continuity# of# staining# for# this# antibody# were# noted# between# the# basement#
membranes#of#the#surface#and#submucosal#glandular#tissue.##
#
It# should# be# noted# that# for# the# rest# of# this# chapter,# commentary# on# differences# in#
staining#are#with#respect#to#the#submucosal#epithelial#tissue.#For#example,#if#it#is#noted#
that# staining# has# decreased# then# it# refers# to# the# fact# that# relative# to# the# surface#
mucosa#there#was#less#intense#staining#in#the#submucosal#epithelial#tissue.##
4.2.1#Comparisons#with#the#literature$
In# previous# research,# it# has# been# determined# that# in# the# EM# cases# that# there# was#
reduced#MMP41#and#p53#staining#within#submucosal#glandular#tissue[13].#For#cancer,#it#
has# been# found# that# there# was# reduced# submucosal# epithelial# staining# for# the# E4




this# figure,# six# samples#are#displayed#and# it#can#be#seen#that# there# is# strong#uniform#
staining# for# both# the# submucosal# and# surface# glandular# tissue.# In# these# cases,# the#
submucosal#epithelial#tissue#is#located#below#the#blue#lines#presented#on#Figure#4.28.#
These#are#typical#examples#of#EM#and#for#all#cases# it#was#noted#that# the# intensity#of#
staining#for#the#submucosal#epithelial#tissue#was#the#same#as#the#surface.#
#
For# the# cancer# cases,# there# was# increased# staining# for# E4Cadherin# within# the#
submucosal#glandular#tissue#within#50%#of#samples.##However,#it#should#be#noted#that#
differences# in# staining# between# the# submucosal# and# mucosal# epithelial# tissue# was#
minimal#in#most#cases,#if#not#completely#the#same.##This#is#evident#from#Figure#4.29#A4B#
where# it# can# be# seen# that# the# differences# in# staining# between# these# histological#













Figure$ 4.29.# The#E4Cadherin# staining# characteristics# for# two#cases#of# cancer.#A&B)# In#





The# finding# that# there# was# increased# E4Cadherin# staining# within# the# cancerous#
pathologies#was#surprising#because#in#these#cases#it#should#be#expected#to#be#reduced.#
This#is#because#this#protein#is#related#to#cellular#adhesion#and#a#reduction#in#intensity#
would# therefore# represent# less# expression# of# this# protein.# This# would# enable# the#






U#Statistic.#However,# the# results#presented#here# should#be# treated#with# caution#and#
this# is#because#only#a#small#sample#size#was#used.#This#compiled#with#the#fact#that#in#





within# the#EM#cases.#For#all# samples,# it#was# found# that# there#were#no#differences# in#




of# this# protein# are# found#within# cancerous#pathologies# and# that# any# alterations# that#
occur#to#the#p53#protein#will#cause#its#half#life#to#increase#[17].#As#a#result#of#this,#this#
protein# becomes# accumulated# within# the# nuclei# of# damaged# cells.# Therefore,# an#

















stronger# intensity# than# its# adenomatous# counterpart.# A# similar# staining# relationship#
can# be# seen# in# B#where# the# cancer# tissue,#which# is# below# the# blue# line,# is# a# darker#
colour#than#the#surface#adenomatous#tissue,#which#is#above#the#blue#line.#
#










However,# it# should# be# noted# that# in# 20%# of# the# cancer# cases# there# was# increased#




Figure$ 4.32.# p53# nuclear# staining# for# surface# adenomatous# tissue# within# a# case# of#
cancer.# The# adenomatous# tissue,# which# is# to# the# left# of# the# blue# line,# shows# p53#
staining#and#the#cancer#tissue,#which#is#right#of#this#line,#shows#none.##
Although,# there# were# some# differences# in# staining# in# the# cancerous# pathologies,#
further#analysis#by#the#Mann#Whitney#U#statistic#found#no#significant#differences.#This#






The# next# protein# investigated# was# MMP1# which# is# a# collagenase# that# in# cases# of#
adenocarcinoma# is# thought# to#help# facilitate#metastasis[152].# In# the# literature,# it#has#
been#determined# that# there# is# increased# staining# for# this#protein#within# stromal# and#
epithelial#regions#[13].##In#the#investigation#by#Yantiss#et#al#it#was#found#that#there#was#
increased# staining# for#MMP1#within# the# submucosal# epithelial# and# stromal# tissue# in#







fact# that# this# membrane# degrading# enzyme# was# not# present# but# may# also# be#
representative#of#defective#staining.##
#





Figure$ 4.33.# The# lack# of# stromal# staining#within# EM# samples.# A)# The# lack# of# stromal#
staining# within# the# surface# adenoma# and# B)# the# lack# of# MMP1# staining# in# the#
submucosal#glandular#tissue.##
For# the# cancerous# cases,# there# was# MMP1# staining# within# both# the# epithelial# and#
stromal# areas.# Stromal# regions# are# composed# of# cellular# bodies# that# make# up# the#















antibody# staining# for# cancerous# cells# that# are# contained# within# the# bottom# of# the#




staining# in# the# EM# cases# this# result# should# be# treated#with# caution.# This# is# because#












For# the# cancer# cases,# it#was# found# that# there#was# increased# staining# for# the#MMP1#
antibody#within#the#submucosal#glandular#tissue#in#30%#of#samples.#In#one#case#it#was#
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found#that# there#was# increased#surface#epithelial#staining#and#for# the#rest# it#was#the#
same.# Analysis# by# the# Mann# Whitney# U# statistic# found# no# significant# differences#





membranes# and# a# breakdown# in# this# membranous# component# is# believed# to# be#
correlated# with# metastasis[16].# In# previous# research,# it# was# noted# that# in# the# EM#
samples#there#was#strong#continuous#staining#for#this#antibody#[13].##
#
This# fits#well#with# this# investigation’s# conclusions# and# some#examples#of# Collagen# IV#
antibody#staining#is#presented#within#Figure#4.35#A4D.#In#Figure#4.35#A&B,#the#surface#
epithelial#tissue#is#shown#and#it#can#be#seen#that#the#Collagen#IV#staining#is#continuous#




Figure$ 4.35.# Examples# of# Collagen# IV# staining# within# the# EM# samples.# A&B)# The#
continuous#representation#of#the#basement#membrane#within#the#surface#epithelium#
for# two# cases# of# EM.# C&D)# Continuous# staining# for# the# Collagen# IV# antibody# within#
submucosal#glandular#tissue.##
Analysis#of#the#cancerous#cases#submucosal#epithelial#tissue#found#that#the#continuity#
of# Collagen# IV# staining#was# disrupted# if# not# completely# absent# in# 100%#of# cases.# An#
example# of# the# lack# of# Collagen# IV# staining# within# the# cancer# cases# is# presented# in#
Figure#4.36.#This#finding#correlates#with#what#has#been#found#previously#in#the#current#
literature#[13]#and#this#antibody#may#have#some#diagnostic#potential.###
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#
Figure$ 4.36.# The# lack# of# Collagen# IV# staining# within# the# basement# membrane# of# a#
cancerous# epithelial# cell# that# was# found# within# the# submucosa.# For# comparative#
purposes#a#blood#vessel# is#also#presented# in#the#top#of#the# image#and# it#can#be#seen#
that# in# this# histological# feature# that# there# was# continual# and# strong# staining# for#
Collagen#IV,#where#as#there#is#none#in#the#epithelium.##
Analysis#by#the#Mann#Whitney#U#Statistics#99%#confidence# limits# revealed#that# there#
were# significant# differences# between# the# EM# and# cancerous# pathologies# for# this#
antibody.#Unlike#MMP#1,#this#biomarker#may#have#some#diagnostic#potential#because#




The# final#antibody# studied# in# this# research#was#Ki67.# It# is# a#proliferation#marker# that#
has#been#used#previously#in#describing#the#characteristics#of#EM#[11],#[12].#It#should#be#
noted#that#within#the#current#literature#no#significance#testing#has#been#conducted#for#
this#antibody.#Therefore,# it# is#difficult# to#compare# the# results#presented#here#against#




In# this# investigation,# there# was# increased# staining# within# the# cancerous# submucosal#
tissue# in# 50%# of# samples.# Within# one# sample# there# was# increased# staining# in# the#
surface#adenoma#and#for#the#rest#of#the#samples#the#staining#was#the#same.##
#
For# the# EM# samples,# it# was# noted# that# there# was# a# reduction# in# staining# intensity#





Analysis#by# the#99%#confidence# limits#of# the#Mann#Whitney#U#statistic# revealed# that#
there#were#significant#differences#in#staining#between#pathologies#and#meant#that#the#
null#hypothesis#could#be#rejected.#However,#it#should#be#noted#that#only#50%#and#40%#








The# above# analysis# only# provided# univariate# information# on# the# effectiveness# of# the#
individual#antibodies# in#discriminating#EM#from#cancer.#For#some#antibodies,# such#as#
Ki67,#significant#differences#between#pathology#groups#were#seen#but#only#a#small#set#




To# investigate# this,#Hierarchical#Cluster#Analysis# (HCA)#was#conducted#using#a# similar#
approach#to#O#Stefansson#et#al#2011[153]#.#In#their#research,#raw#pathological#grading#
scores# were# used# within# a# Euclidean# distance# based,# average# linkage# Hierarchical#
Cluster#Analysis# (HCA)#model# so# that#normal#and#carcinogenic#breast# tissue#could#be#
categorised#into#distinct#groups.##
#
For# this# research,# it# was# not# practical# nor# was# it# required# to# use# all# unique#
combinations#of#the#investigated#antibodies.#This#is#because#the#scores#given#to#some#
antibodies,#such#as#Collagen#IV,#brought#about#complete#classification.#When#using#the#
scores# for# these# antibodies# within# a# HCA#model,# unique# pathological# clustering# will#





from# the# dataset# and# new# HCA# models# were# constructed.# This# enabled# the#
contribution# the# other# biomarker# combinations# were#making# towards# the# observed#
clustering#to#be#evaluated.#In#the#first#instance,#all#of#the#immunohistochemistry#scores#
were# included#within#HCA.# For# this#model,# and# all# that# follow,# the#matrix# used#with#




When# all# antibody# scores# were# included# within# HCA# two# very# obvious# pathological#
groupings# could# be# found,# Figure# 4.39.# However,# since# Collagen# IV# gave# a# very#
significant# univariate# result# it#was# likely# to# be#having# a# large# effect# on# the#observed#
clustering.# Indeed,# when# HCA# was# carried# out# using# only# the# scores# of# Collagen# IV#
complete#discrimination#between#EM#and#cancer#could#be#brought#about.##
#






Therefore,# to# test# the# effectiveness# of# the# other# antibodies# a# new# HCA#model# was#
made#that#excluded#the#IHC#scores#for#Collagen#IV.#When#excluding#this#antibody,#it#is#
interesting# to#note# that# the# full#differentiation#of# the#pathologies#did#not# take#place.#
This# is# surprising# because# this# research# found# that# MMP41# stromal# staining# was#
significantly# different# between# the# pathologies# groups.# Therefore,# it# would# be#
expected# that# this# would# have# a# large# impact# on# the# HCA# model# and# that# the# full#
differentiation#of#the#pathologies#should#have#take#place.#
#
Within# this# model# two# of# the# cancerous# cases# have# uniquely# and# independently#
clustered#within#the#EM#samples,#Figure#4.40.#For#these#cancer#cases,#no#differences#in#






Although# inclusion# of#MMP41# stromal# staining# in# the#model# below# did# not# uniquely#




as# being#present# [13]#within# the# submucosal# stromal# features# of# EM.# Therefore,# the#










major# cluster,# two# adenocarcinomas# are# uniquely# grouped# from# the# rest# of# the# EM#
samples.# The# unique# cancer# clusters# are# coloured# red# in# Figure.# However,# given# the#
small#sample#sizes#involved#with#this#study,#a# larger#cohort#of#antibodies#will#need#to#
be#investigated#before#any#significance#can#be#attributed#to#this#classification.###
The# results# below# give# an# indication# of# the# underlying# pathology# specific#
immunohistochemistry# staining# trends# that# exist#within# the#dataset.# A# review#of# the#
staining# scores# associated#with# the# first# group,#which# contains# two# EM# samples# and#





The#next# two# independent#EM#clusters#were# formed#because#both#of# these# samples#
had# decreased# submucosal# staining# for# Ki467.# These# did# not# form# a# unique# cluster#
because#of#differences#in#how#their#epithelial#regions#stained#with#MMP41.#Within#one#
of#the#samples,#the#surface#epithelial#tissue#stained#more#intensely#with#MMP41#than#
the# glandular# tissue# found# within# its# submucosa.# In# the# other# EM# case# these#
histological#features#stained#with#the#same#intensity.##
#
The#next#cluster,#made#up#of# four#EM#samples#and#one#cancer#case,# is# comprised#of#
those# pathologies# where# there# were# no# differences# in# staining# between# their#
submucosal#and#mucosal#epithelial# tissue.#The#next# two#EM#samples#as# found#within#
Figure# were# characterised# by# the# fact# that# they# had# decreased# submucosal# Ki67#




two# cancer# cases# were# being# clustered# together# because# these# were# the# only#
adenocarcinomas# were# there# was# increased# surface# MMP41# staining.# The# next# two#
cancer# cases# clustered# together# because# these# two# were# the# only# samples# that#
demonstrated# more# intense# mucosal# staining# for# E4Cadherin,# p53# and# Ki67.# The#
cancerous# sample# adjacent# to# this# group#was# very# similar# except# in# the# case# of# p53#








For# the# remaining# cancer# groups,# all# showed# decreased# surface# p53# staining# but#
increased#mucosal# Ki67# staining.# The# isolated# adenocarcinoma,# third# from# the# right#






HCA.# This# allowed# four# different# models# to# be# built,# due# to# the# four# choose# three#




bring# about# significant# differentiation# between# EM# and# cancer.# Therefore,# a# HCA#
model#was#made# that# included# only# those# remaining# antibodies# that# brought# about#




Figure$ 4.42.# The#HCA#model#made# from# the#EM#and#cancer# samples#E4Cadherin#and#
Ki67#staining#characteristics.##
From#the#above#model,#it#is#evident#that#40%#of#the#EM#samples#cluster#independently#
of# the# rest.# Within# the# other# cluster,# 50%# of# the# cancer# cases# can# be# uniquely#
differentiated#from#the#EM#samples.#The#cluster#that#uniquely#contains#40%#of#the#EM#
cases#has# formed#because# these#samples#contained# reduced#submucosal# staining# for#
Ki67.#The#unique#cancer#subcluster,#found#on#the#right#hand#side#of#Figure,#has#formed#




epithelial# MMP41# staining.# This# model# was# investigated# because# although# these#
biomarkers# did# not# bring# about# significant# univariate# differences,# they# could#
potentially# be# used# together# to# bring# about# differentiation.# From# Figure# 4.43# it# is#








differentiated# from# the# rest.#Although# the#above#dendrogram#contains# two#antibody#
scores,# the# clustering# that# was# being# observed# can# be# explained# by# the# univariate#
classifications# that#were#discussed#previously.# For# instance,# the# carcinomas# found# to#
the# right# of# the# dendrogram# are# those# samples# that# had# increased# staining# for# p53#
within#their#submucosal#glandular#tissue.##
#









However,#on# the#contrary# to# this,# this# research# found# that#only#Collagen# IV#could#be#









of# samples# Ki67# differentiated#means# that# the# use# of# this# antibody# is# questionable.#
However,# it# seems#that#Collagen# IV#can#be#used#to#differentiate#cancer# from#EM#but#
the#subjective#nature#of#this#analysis#means#that#further#work#is#required.#It#could#have#
been# the# case# that# the# discrepancies# noted# above# are# due# to# pathological#
interpretation#rather#than#any#biochemical#differences.##
#
The# investigation# into#using#combinations#of#different#antibody#staining#scores# found#
that# pathological# clustering# could# be# achieved# even# when# the# most# significant#
antibodies# were# left# out# of# the# multivariate# HCA# model.# However# given# the# small#
sample#sizes#involved,#future#investigations#will#need#to#use#an#enlarged#cohort#before#




IHC.#This#will# counteract# the#subjectivity#of# the#above#chapter.#However,#other#more#
objective# technologies# such# as# Infrared# spectroscopy# (IR)# could# be# used# as# an#





discrimination( of( Epithelial( Misplacement( (EM)( from( cancer.( IR( spectroscopy( is( a(
powerful(analytical(technique(that(probes(the(vibrational(modes(of(molecules(and(has(
been( used( previously( within( the( literature( to( differentiate( a( variety( of( pathological(
conditions([48],([50],([51],([86],([89],([105].(
Much(research(has(been(devoted(to(its(development(as(a(diagnostic(adjunct(and(this(is(
















in( turn( allows( the( biochemistry( that( is( associated( with( pathological( features( to( be(
quantified(as(IR(spectroscopy(probes(the(vibrational(modes(of(molecules.(This(enables(
classification( models( to( be( built( as( disease( states( undergo( distinct( biochemical(
pathways( that( are(different( to(benign( tissue.( The( spectroscopic(differences(between(
these(can(then(be(used(in(the(automation(of(pathology([50].(
To( enable( this,( efficient( data( processing( techniques( are( required.( One( method( of(
classification,( is( to( convert( the( data( contained(within( IR( chemical(maps( into( images(
that(are(analogous(to(stained(tissue(sections([47],([92],([155],([156].(This(allows(for(the(
spectral( differences( between( diseased( and( healthy( regions( to( be( visualised( [50].(




In( this( instance,( the( benefits( of( probing( particular( histological( components,( such( as(
mucinous( compounds,( with( IR( spectroscopy( were( investigated.( Mucin( was( chosen(
because( much( medical( research( has( been( devoted( to( analysing( the( structural(
differences( that( exist( for( this( compound(between(different( pathologies( of( the( colon(
[88],( [109],( [110],( [157–160].( These( studies( have(mostly( used( antibody( annealing( to(
determine( the( presence( of( different(mucinous( compounds( and( they( have( identified(









Particular(mucins( have( also( been( identified( to( have( a( role( within( inflammation( and(




In( this( instance,( a(multivariate(model(was(made( from(mucinous( IR( spectra( acquired(
from(four(cases(of(normal(tissue(and(four(cases(of(cancer.(The(spectra(collected(were(
used( to( determine( if( any( conformational( differences( existed( between( the(mucinous(
compounds( derived( from( the( pathology( groups.( It( should( be( noted( here( that( the(
malignant(cases(used(were(sourced(from(resections(and(therefore(were(representative(
of(fully(invasive(cancer.((
As( the( investigated( pathologies( existed( on( the( opposite( ends( of( the( diagnostic(
spectrum( they( should( be( the( most( biochemically( different.( Therefore,( if( accurate(
differentiation( can(be(achieved(between( these,( greater( credence( can(be(afforded( to(
the(classification(of(adenomatous(cases(from(cancer(by(the(targeting(of(mucin(by(IR.(((
In( this( study,( the( effective( targeting( of( mucin( was( brought( about( by( an( image(
registration(methodology(that(enabled(IR(and(Haematoxylin(and(Eosin((H&E)(images(to(
be( coVregistered.( This( was( necessary( as( it( was( difficult( to( localise(mucinous( regions(
from(within(unstained(white(light(images(of(tissue(sections.(These(are(taken(before(IR(




Figure$ 4.44.( A( representation(of( an(unstained(nonVneoplastic( case( as( imaged(by( the(
motorised(stage(of(the(Perkin(Elmer(Spotlight(400(Spectrometer((Massachusetts,(USA).(
However,( mucin( within( H&E( stained( tissue( sections( is( represented( by( a( light( pink(
colour,(Figure(4.45.(Therefore,(the(registration(of(consecutive(stained(sections(to(the(








a( Principal( Axis( Transformation( (PAT)( [38]( and( from( optimising( a( Sum( of( Square(
Differences((SSD)([28](metric.(For(both(the(PAT(and(the(SSD(metric,(the(images(used(in(
the(estimation(of(registration(parameters(were(binary(images.(These(were(made(from(
applying( K( means( clustering( to( the( first( principal( component( computed( for( images(
[26].((
The( data( matrix( used( in( the( binary( conversion( of( images( with( PCA( contained( the(
spectral(samples(within(its(rows(and(the(absorption(intensities(associated(with(these(in(
its(columns,(Figure(3.3.(The(matrix(design( for(PCA(used( in( this(part(of( the(study(was(
implemented(throughout( the(rest(of( this(chapter.(Therefore,( it( should(be! noted(that(
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any( dataset( used(with( PCA( in( the( following( chapter( contained( the( sample( numbers(
within(its(rows(and(the(data(values(associated(with(them(within(its(columns.((((
This(is(because(for(all(of(the(IR(and(H&E(images,(the(differences(in(intensity(between(
the( background( slide( and( the( tissue( forefront( were( always( described( in( this(
component.(In(this(instance,(two(clusters(were(used(with(K(means(and(this(enabled(for(
the(tissue(component(from(within(classified(images(to(be(easily(selected.((
For( the( IR( maps( used( in( this( registration( the( instrumental( parameters( used( for(
acquisition(were(low(and(this(enabled(for(fast( imaging(times.(In(this( instance,( images(
were( acquired( using( a( spectral( resolution( of( 64cmV1( wavenumbers( and( a( spatial(
resolution(of(50μm.(These(enabled(for(fast(IR(image(acquisition(times(but(still(allowed(
for( the( associated( spectra( to( be( used( in( the( differentiation( of( tissue( from( its(
background.((
However,( as( noted(within( the( 3D( volume( rendering( section,( Chapter( 4.1,( the( linear(
registration(of(histology( images( is(not(appropriate(because(of( the(deformations( that(
occur( to( tissue( samples( when( they( are( being( processed[147].( ( Therefore,( on( this(
occasion,( precise( coVregistration( did( not( take( place( but( as( the( aim( of( the( above(
procedure( was( to( find( and( map( large( mucinous( regions,( the( registration( was( not(
required(to(be(absolutely(accurate.((





It( can( be( seen( from( these( figures( that( there( is( generally( a( good( overlap( between(
features.(However,( there( are( some(obvious( discrepancies( between( the( two( and( this(









IR( images.(Right(column:(The(binarised( IR( images(made(from(carrying(out(PCA(and(K(
means(clustering(on(low(spectral(and(spatial(resolution(IR(maps.(
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4.3.1.2.(Selection(of(IR(spectra(of(mucin(
From( the( images(presented( in( Figure(4.46( the( location(of( the(mucin( regions( to(map(
with(IR(were(determined.(However,(it(is(also(obvious(from(these(figures(that(the(mucin(
regions(are(infiltrated(with(other(histological(components,(such(as(the(submucosa(and(
epithelial( glands.( Therefore,( a( method( of( collecting( spectra( only( representative( of(
mucin(was(required.(







a( modest( spectral( and( spatial( resolution( of( 6cmV1( wavenumbers( and( 6.25μm(
respectively.(For(these(images,(two(measurements(were(coadded(at(every(pixel,(as(the(
mucinous( regions( of( samples( were( quite( large.( These( parameters( have( been( used(
elsewhere(in(the(literature(and(have(enabled(for(the(accurate(differentiation(of(disease(
states([87],([88].((The(use(of(a(higher(number(of(coadded(scans(would(have(meant(that(




investigations( used( only( the( amide( peak( regions( from( the( IR( spectra( within( a(






Therefore,( the(possibility(of(using( the( spectral( information(contained(within(a( target(
image( to( train( a( statistical(model(was( investigated.( To( do( this,( the( loading( of( a( PCA(
component((Figure(4.47),(where(the(mucin(was(obviously(defined,(was(used(to(identify(
the(location(of(mucinous(regions(from(within(other(samples.((
In( this( instance,( performing( PCA( on( all( preVprocessed( chemical( maps( identified( the(
above(loading.(On(this(occasion,(preVprocessing(involved(taking(the(acquired(spectra’s(
second(derivative(by(using( a( third(order( 15(point( SavitzkyVGolay( filter;( removing( the(
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regions( associated( with( paraffin;( normalising( the( spectra( with( respect( to( their(
magnitude(and(by(mean(centring(them.((
The(reason(for(taking(second(derivative(spectra(was(so(that(shoulder(peaks(could(be(
distinguished( and( because( this( technique( removes( baseline( artefacts.( The( decision(
behind(the(removal(of(paraffin(peaks(from(this(analysis(will(be(discussed(later.(In(this(
instance,( a( suitable( loading( for( the( cancer( cases( could(be( found( and( is( presented( in(
Figure(4.47.(The(main(peaks(identified(within(this(PCA(load(can(be(found(at(1662,(1527,(
1098(and(1011cmV1(wavenumbers.((
The(peaks( at( 1011(and(1098cmV1(wavenumbers,(which( are(highlighted( in( this( figure,(
relate(to(the(carbohydrate(region(of(the(infrared(spectrum.(Specifically,(they(relate(to(
the( molecular( vibrations( of( CVO( bonds[166].( This( should( be( expected( as( the(
carbohydrate(structure(of(mucin(would(have(strong(absorbance(in(this(region[110].((
The(other(peaks(identified,(present(at(1527(and(1662cmV1(wavenumbers,(relate(to(the(
amide( region( of( the( infrared( spectrum( and( these( peaks( have( been( specifically(











the( loadings(presented( in( Figure(4.47.( The( image( from(which( the(mucinous( loadings(
are(derived(is(presented(in(the(top(left(hand(corner.(
Ideally,(a(single(loading(should(be(used(in(the(prediction(of(the(location(of(mucin(from(
within( images( of( both( cancer( and( normal( tissue.( However,( this( segmentation(
procedure( was( performed( for( cancer( and( normal( samples( independently.( This( is(







Figure( 4.49( &( 4( that( this( approach( was( successful( and( that( it( allowed( for( the(
automated(collection(of(mucin(spectra(from(within(the(measured(samples.(
To(demonstrate(the(accuracy(of(this(technique,(the(H&E(images(for(the(normal(cases(
can(be(found( in(Figure(4.51.( It(can(be(seen(from(this( figure(that(the(mucin(has(been(








Figure$ 4.50.(The(segmentation(of(mucin(components( from(within( IR(maps(of(normal(




Figure$ 4.51.( The( corresponding( linearly( registered( H&E( images( for( the( segmented(
images(presented(in(Figure(4.50.(
!
Figure$ 4.52.( The(segmented( IR(map( for(one(of( the(normal(cases(overlaid(on( its(H&E(
counterpart.(
Although,( this( segmentation(methodology(was(highly(accurate( it(was(not(without( its(












tissue( within( the( measured( sample.( Therefore,( contrary( to( first( appearances,( this(
segmentation(method(may(have(worked(quite(well.(For(those(spectra(that(classified(as(





Figure$ 4.53.( The( infrared( spectra( of( selected( pixels( from( the( bottom( left( image( of(
Figure(4.49.(The(red(spectra(are(pixels(that(have(been(rejected(by(the(D(Statistic(and(
the(green(spectra(are(those(that( fall(within(the(95%(confidence( limits(of( the(training(
set.(
4.3.1.3(PreVprocessing(of(mucin(IR(spectra(
Using( the( segmentation( technique( presented( above( around( four( hundred( thousand(





The( removal( of( paraffin( before( classification,( and( segmentation,( was( deemed(
necessary( because( early( analysis( suggested( that( the( variance( in( these( peaks( were(
dominating(the(PCA(loads.(This(is(evident(from(Figure(4.54(that(is(representative(of(a(
PCA( fed( Linear( Discriminant( Analysis( (LDA)( model( that( was( built( when( the( paraffin(
peaks(were(left(within(unprocessed(spectra.((
Within( the( bottom( right( of( Figure( 4.54( it( can( be( seen( that( the( largest( LDA( weight(
corresponds( to( the( second( principal( component.( The(weights( of( LDA( correspond( to(
PCA(components(that(enable(the(biggest(discrimination(between(pathology(groups(to(
occur.( As( the( largest(weight( corresponded( to( a( component(where( the(paraffin( peak(
was(being(so(strongly(described(it(was(determined(that(no(biochemical(discrimination(
was(occurring(within(this(model.(
Therefore,( a( method( of( accounting( for( paraffin( was( required.( Within( the( literature(
there( are( many( developments( that( have( enabled( for( the( removal( of( spectral(
contributions( from(paraffin.(A( few(of( these(options,(which(can(be(either(digital( [88],(
[101],( [102],( [104]( or( chemical( in( nature[105],( [168],(were( explored( in( the( following(
analyses.(







It( is( because( the( chemical( effect( of( dewaxing( reagents( on( tissue( samples( is( not(
completely( defined,( the( literature( has( developed( digital( means( to( remove( paraffin.(
Methods(for(the(digital(removal(of(paraffin( include(Independent(Component(Analysis(
(ICA)(with(non(negative( least( squares( fitting( and( the( Extended(Multiplicative( Scatter(








Figure$ 4.54.( The( dominance( of( paraffin(within( the( PCA( loads( of( a(model(where( the(
spectral( variance( between( mucin( was( being( analysed.( In( this( instance,( no( spectral(
preprocessing( was( performed.( The( first( five( plots( relate( to( the( loadings( of( the( PCA(
model(and(the(last(bar(chart(corresponds(to(the(LDA(loads.(!
Therefore,( the( EMSC( algorithm(was( used( and( has( been( used( extensively( within( the(




In( this( instance,( it( was( noted( that( EMSC( added( undesired( volatility( to( the( recorded(
spectra.(Therefore,(processing(in(this(way(does(not(enable(the(development(of(reliable(
classification(models.(The(artefacts(that(EMSC(introduces(into(spectra(are(evident(from(
the(bottom(of(Figure(4.55.(As( such,( the( removal(of(paraffin(peaks( from(analysis(was(
the(only(viable(option(that(negated(some(of(the(problems(identified(above.(
The( paraffin( region( removed( from( the( recorded( spectra( was( determined( from(
visualising(the(mean(of(an(area(of(an(image(that(exclusively(contained(this(compound,(







presented( in( the( top( left.( Bottom( left:( Normalized( paraffin( spectra( that( have( been(
abstracted( from(within( infrared( images.( The( dominant( peaks( of( the( paraffin( spectra(





background( artefacts( present( within( the( recorded( spectra.( Separate( PCA( fed( LDA(
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However,( these(parameters( are( likely( to(be( specific( to( the( acquired(data( and(would(
mean(that(any(model(made(from(these(might(not(be(generalizable(to(all(samples.((
Therefore,(in(an(attempt(to(remove(these(physical(effects(a(second(derivative(15(point(












that(were( two( standard( deviations( above( or( below( the(mean( of( the( recorded( datas(
integrated( amide( peaks( were( excluded( from( further( analysis.( This( enabled( for( low(
intensity( and( saturated( spectra( to( be( removed( from( the( modeled( dataset( and(
prevented(them(from(having(an(effect(on(the(final(classification(results.((4.3.1.4!Classification!of!pathologies!by!mucin!specific!IR!spectroscopy!!





LDA( is( a( technique( often( used( with( IR( spectroscopy( and( has( a( proven( track( record(
within(the(current(literature([90],([94],([95],([143],([169].(Therefore,(it(was(hoped(that(
a(model(could(be(developed(that(would(facilitate(the(discrimination(of(normal(mucin(






It( can( be( noted( from( the( bottom( left( of( Figure( 4.57( that( the( second( principal(
component(was(the(most(dominant(in(the(differentiation(of(the(disease(states.(Within(




there(were( any( significant( biochemical( differences( between( pathologies( it(would( be(
highlighted(using(the(recorded(spectra.(
The(lack(of(differentiation(between(pathology(groups(when(using(mucinous(IR(spectra(
throws(doubt( on( its( clinical( use.( This( is( because( the( colonic( samples(measured(here(
were(on(the(opposite(ends(of(the(pathological(spectrum.(Therefore,(it(is(unlikely(that(




To( fully( explore( the( appropriateness( of( targeting( adenomatous( mucin( with( IR( an(
investigation(was(conducted,(whereby,( four( IR( images(of(mucinous(regions(of(polyps(
and( cancerous( tissue( were( acquired.( In( this( study( it( was( decided( that( chemical(
dewaxing(should(be(implemented,(as( it( is(obvious(from(the(above(investigations(that(
paraffin( represented( a( particular( problem.( Simply( removing( the( paraffin( peaks(may(
have(been(too(coarse(as(important(biochemical(information(may(have(been(lost.(
In( this( instance,( the( removal(of(wax(enabled( for( the(easy( identification(of(mucinous(
areas( and( therefore( meant( a( linear( registration( was( not( needed.( However,( the(
stitching( together( of( H&E( images(was( still( necessary( as( it( enabled( confidence( to( be(
asserted(that(the(correct(histological(features(were(being(analysed.(
For( the( sampled( regions,( the( segmentation( procedure( developed( earlier( was( used(
again( in( the( collection(of( spectra( relating( to(mucin.( The( results(of( this( segmentation(
procedure( for( the(measured(cases(are(presented(within(Figure(4.58.( It( can(be(noted(
that( the( left( four( images(of(Figure(4.58(are(highly(comparable( to( those(presented( in(
Figure( 4.49.( However,( for( the( adenomas( it( can( be( noted( that( the( segmentation(
procedure(was(extremely(efficient(in(two(cases(and(not(so(reliable(in(the(others.(
In( the( cases( where( the(mucin( segmentation( was( poor( it( can( be( seen( that( this( was(
either(due(to(spectral(anomalies(or(because(there(was(no(mucin(present.(Within(the(
image(found(second(from(the(bottom(right(hand(corner(of(Figure(4.58(it(can(be(seen(
that( the(mucin( regions( segmented(are( sparse( in( appearance.(When(viewing( random(
spectra(derived( from(the( regions(where(mucin( should(be(expected( it( is(obvious( that(
the(spectra(associated(with(the(misclassified(regions(is(of(a(poor(quality((Figure(4.59).(
When( the( second( derivative( of( the( spectra( presented( in( Figure( 4.59( was( taken( its(
associated( noise( would( have( prevented( it( from( classifying( properly.( For( the( other(
poorly(segmented(sample,(it(can(be(seen(that(there(are(no(mucin(pools(present(within(
the(region(acquired(by(IR(after(histological(processing((Figure(4.60).(It(should(be(noted(




Figure$ 4.58.( The( segmentation( of( mucin( from( within( IR( images( of( cancer( (left( four(
figures)( and( from( within( adenomas( (right( four( images).( H&E( images( for( the(
adenomatous(samples(are(provided(within(Appendix(B.((
!
Figure$ 4.59.( Random( spectra( from( misclassified( regions( of( the( segmented( image(








they( were( normalized( and( mean( centered.( However,( it( should( be( noted( that( the(




and(LDA(weights( for( the(most( significant(principal( components(are(presented(within(
Figure(4.61.((
It(can(be(seen(that(the(most(discriminatory(PCA(components,(as(determined(by(LDA,(
mainly( corresponded( to( spectral( artifacts( that( was( probably( introduced( by( the(
SavitzkyVGolay(filter.(This(means(that(the(85%(and(84%(spectral(classification(achieved(




of( uncharacteristically( dominant( peaks( at( the( highVenergy( regions( of( the( infrared(
spectrum.( These( components( have( the( largest( LDA( weights,( bottom( right( of( Figure(







Figure$ 4.61.( The(most( significant( PCA( components( as( determined( from( the( first( five(
largest( LDA( weights.( They( describe( the( variation( that( exists( between( mucinous( IR(
spectra( that( was( derived( from( adenomatous( and( cancerous( tissue( samples.( In( this(
instance,( the( most( discriminatory( principal( components( chosen( were( the( loadings(
corresponding(to(principal(components(one,(four,(nine,(twelve(and(seventeen.((!
The(significance(of(principal(component(nine(is(on(par(with(the(first(and(it(maybe(that(





cause( changes( in( peak( intensities( and( positions( within( this( region( of( the( IR( spectra(
[105].(Therefore,(any(changes( in( this(part(of( the( IR(spectrum(should(be( treated(with(
caution.(Further(problems(associated(with(discrimination(around(the(amide(I(region(of(
the( IR( spectra(can(be( related( to( scattering( [100].(Although,(other(peaks(are(present,(
















might( still( contain( anomalies( that( are( not( obvious.( Also,( by( carrying( out( this( sort( of(
analysis( it( might( be( the( case( that( the( classification( of( data( is( biased( towards( the(
training(dataset.((
Another( limiting( factor( associated( with( the( above( analysis( was( that( the( collected(
mucin( spectra(were( representative(of( all( the( chemical( components( contained(within(
the(sampled(mucinous(pools.(As(noted(by(Walsh(et(al(and(Travo(et(al( [88],( [110](the(
pools( contained( within( colonic( tissue( are( a( mixture( of( many( different( molecular(
components.( Therefore,( although( confidence( could( be( asserted( that( in( this( research(
mucinous( spectra( were( being( acquired,( it( was( highly( likely( that( these( were(
contaminated(with(other(molecular(signals.((
This( would( have( impacted( the( multivariate( classification( models( that( this( research(





determination( of( the( contribution( that( they( were( making( to( the( recorded( spectra.(
Although,( caution( should(be( taken(when(using( this(approach(with( the(data( that(was(
acquired(by(this(research.(This(is(because(a(low(number(of(scans(were(used(to(acquire(








However,( this( investigation( found( it( extremely( hard( to( derive( unsaturated( mucin(
spectra,( i.e.( the(only( signals(acquired(were(due( to( intense(molecular( concentrations.((
This( research( attributed( this( saturation( due( to( the( lack( of( mucin( dissolution.( As( a(
consequence,(in(this(research,(it(was(not(possible(to(assess(whether(components(other(
than(mucin(were( impacting( the( recorded( spectra.( However,( it( should( be( noted( that(
experiments(carried(out(by(Travo(et(al(found(that(the(mucin(signals(they(recorded(did(
not(deviate(too(far(from(the(reference(mucin(spectra(that(they(acquired.((
Therefore,( other( histological( targets( were( sought.( This( is( because( chemical( and(
physical(artifacts(dominated(the(above(PCA(loadings(and(because(viable(mucin(glands(
were(not(present(within(all(adenomatous(samples.(Consequently,(no( further(analysis(
was( conducted( on( the( collected( mucinous( spectra.( Although,( future( investigations(
should( review( the( use( of( targeting( this( biological( entity( when( more( sophisticated(
digital(paraffin(removal(methods(become(available.((
4.3.2(Epithelial(specific(spectra(
The(next( target( chosen( for( analysis(with( IR( spectroscopy(was( the( epithelium.( This( is(
because( it( is( abundantly( present( within( colonic( tissue( sections( and( is( one( of( the(
histological( entities( that( are( routinely( used( by( pathologists( in( the( differentiation( of(
disease(states.((
For(this(study,(it(was(decided(that(the(IR(images(would(be(acquired(on(tissue(samples(
that( were( still( embedded( in( their( paraffin( encasing.( This( is( because( of( problems(
associated(with(chemical(dewaxing( [88],( [104],( [105](and(because(of( the(noise(EMSC(
introduced.((
The( use( of( chemical( dewaxing( agents( are( especially( problematic( for( colonic(
pathologies( because( these( reagents( affect( membranous( phospholipids( [92],( [94],(
[168].(The(chemical(composition(of(the(membranes(of(both(cancer(and(adenomatous(
tissue(has(been(noted(as(being(important(in(their(characterization(within(the(literature(
[94].( ( ( Although,( it( should( be( noted( that( before( tissue( samples( are( embedded( in(
paraffin,( they( may( in( some( cases( be( washed( in( xylene.( However,( the( further(
application(of(this(reagent(will(only(add(to(any(observed(alterations.((
Therefore,( in( this( instance,( IR( maps( were( recorded( on( paraffin( embedded( tissue(
sections( and( the( paraffin( peaks( were( removed( from( any( subsequent( analysis,( after(





To( enable( the( spectroscopic( characteristics( of( the( epithelium( to( be( probed( an(
appropriate( segmentation(methodology(had( to(be(developed.( In( the( first( instance,(a(
similar( segmentation( technique( as( used(with( the(mucin( IR(maps( was( implemented.(
This(involved(using(the(recorded(spectra(in(the(determination(of(an(epithelial(specific(
PCA( component.( If( such( a( component( could( be( found( then( the( loadings( associated(
with(it(could(be(used(further(in(the(identification(of(the(epithelium(from(within(other(
samples.((
For( all( measured( IR( maps( PCA( was( performed( and( the( resultant( score( maps( were(








has( been( used( previously( with( tissue( samples( [48],( [171],( [172].( However,( caution(
should( be( exercised( when( using( filter( sizes( that( are( too( high,( as( these( will( affect(
bandwidths(and(peak(positions.( This( can( lead( to(erroneous( conclusions(being(drawn(
about( any( spectroscopic( differences( that( exist( between( pathology( groups[140].(
Although,( it( should(be(noted( that(within( the( literature( there( is( a(wealth(of( research(
that( has( utilised( derivative( spectra( in( the( differentiation( of( disease( states( [88],[48],(
[87],([89],([90].(
The(IR(PCA(score(map(where(the(epithelium(was(most(identifiable(is(presented(within(
Figure( 4.62.( However,( it( should( be( noted( that( the( submucosa( was( being( identified(









other( peaks,( no( other( logical( assignments( could( be( made( and( this( maybe(
representative(of(noise.((!
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On( some( occasions,( this( method( worked( well( and( an( example( of( good( epithelial(
localization( is( presented( within( Figure( 4.64.( However,( it( did( not( work( well( for( all(
samples,( Figure(4.65,( and( this(might(be(due( to( the( fact( that( the( twelfth( component(
was( being( used( in( the( identification( of( the( submucosa.( As( the( number( of( principal(
components(descends,(smaller(variations( in(the(data(are(more( likely(to(be( identified.(
Therefore,( there( is( an( increased( likelihood( that( noise( is( being( described( in( higher(
components.(It(may(also(be(the(case(that(the(statistical(relationship(identified(in(Figure(
4.62(might(be(specific(for(the(analysed(image.((
Further( limitations( to( the( imaging( of( whole( tissue( sections( with( a( low( number( of(
coadded(scans(is(that(noise(will(affect(the(data.(Noise(might(be(present(for(a(multitude(




















epithelium( were( sought.( A( novel( alternative( was( to( register( together( images( of(
histological( stains( and( IR( chemical( maps.( In( this( instance,( Haematoxylin( and( Eosin(
(H&E)( and( Cytokeratin( (CK)( tissues( sections( were( used( in( the( segmentation( of(
epithelial(regions.((
The(tissue(used(for(staining(was(cut(5μms(above(and(below(the(section(designated(for(
mapping(with( IR( spectroscopy.( Therefore,( it( was( thought( that( because( the( distance(
between(the(different(sections(was(small(that(they(would(share(similar(morphological(
characteristics.( The( further( registration( of( these( images( together( means( that(
histological( features(could(be(represented(by(multiple(modes.(This(allowed(the(CPCA(
segmentation(of(the(epithelium(from(the(standardly(stained(images(to(be(used(in(the(




define( points( of( correspondence( between( images( that( are( derived( from( different(
modalities.(Therefore,(PCA(and(K(means(clustering(was(used(so(that(a(Sum(of(Squares(
Difference((SSD)(metric(between(binary(images(could(be(optimized.((







Although( linear( transformations( are( not( appropriate,( they( should( not( be( neglected.(
This( is( because( they( enable( for( further(more( accurate( nonVlinear( registrations( to( be(
implemented( [26],( [149].( ( In( this( instance,( Principal( Axis( Transformations( (PAT)(
facilitated( linear( registrations( and( these( enabled( for( the( accuracy( of( the( nonVrigid(
image(deformations(to(be(increased([38].(
The(accuracy(that(can(be(achieved(using(the(implemented(algorithm(is(demonstrated(
in( Figure( 4.66.( In( this( image( it( can( be( seen( that( the( parallel( blue( lines( between( a(
histological( feature,( present( within( both( the( IR( and( histology( image,( are( perfectly(
horizontal.( Therefore,( indicating( that( a( good( registration( has( taken( place.( In( this(
instance,( the( deformations( were( applied( to( the( histology( images( as( this( increases(
computational(efficiency.((
!
Figure$ 4.66.( The( results(of( the(non( linear( registration( implemented(by( this( research.(
On(the(left(is(a(binary(representation(of(an(IR(map.(On(the(right(is(the(H&E(section(that(
has( been( cut( consecutive( to( the( IR( map.( The( horizontal( blue( line( represents( the(
accurate(overlap(of(features(between(images(that(have(been(transformed.(
However,( this(methodology( had( several( limitations( that( related( to( the( loss( of( tissue(
samples( during( histological( processing.( For( example,( the( novel( segmentation(




sample( and( the( identified( epithelial( regions(were(used( in( the( collection(of( epithelial(
specific(spectra.((
!135!!
In(worst(case(scenarios,(both(corresponding(H&E(and(CK( images( for(an( IR(map(were(
lost(during(histological(processing.( This(meant( that( images(of( stained( tissue( sections(
further(away(from(the(IR(image(had(to(be(used.(This(caused(the(fidelity(of(overlapping(




Therefore,( further( investigations( into( this( methodology( were( not( carried( out( since(
epithelial( specific( spectra( could( not( be( reliably( sampled( from( within( all( registered(
images.(!
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images( and( the( unreliable( overlap( of( intermodally( registered( image( features.(
Therefore,(as(a(way(of( circumventing( these(problems,(a( senior(Pathologist( identified(
epithelial(regions(within(images(of(stained(tissue(samples.(The(further(transformation(
of(these(images(with(respect(to(lowVresolution(IR(maps(enabled(for(epithelial(regions(
to( be( located( and( sampled( using( a( high( number( of( coadded( scans.( The( regions( as(
identified(by(a(pathologist(are(presented(within(Appendix(C.( In(this( investigation,(the(
time( taken( to( acquire( these( images(meant( that( only( one( of( these( regions( could( be(
measured(with(IR.((
!136!!
In( the( first( instance,( IR( images( were( acquired( using( a( spectral( resolution( of( 64cmV1(
wavenumbers( and( a( spatial( resolution( of( 50μm.( Further( to( this,( the( map’s(
corresponding(image(of(a(stained(tissue(section(was(registered(with(respect(to(it.(This(
enabled(for(the(coordinates(of(the(epithelial(pixels(in(the(H&E(or(CK(images(to(be(used(
in( the( acquisition( of( high( resolution( spectral( maps.( As( smaller( image( regions( were(
being(acquired(in(this(instance,(a(higher(number(of(coadded(scans((124)(were(used.(In(
this( study,( images( were( acquired( using( a( 25μm( spatial( resolution( and( a( spectral(
resolution(of(4cmV1(wavenumbers.(
Since( only( approximate( epithelial( locations( were( required,( the( exact( overlap( of(
features(was(not(necessary.(Therefore,(circumventing(some(of(the(previous(problems.(
It( should( also( be( noted( that( the( tissue( section( analysed( for( each( sample( by( IR( was(























established.( The( developed( technique( is( presented( within( Figure( 3.6.( This( new(
methodology( uses( simple( linear( regression( to( correlate( the( PCA( scores( of( IR( images(
with( those( of( images( of( standardly( stained( tissue( samples.( The( technique( is( very(
accurate(and( this( is(evident( from(the(digitally( stained( image(presented(within(Figure(






The( feature( the( functions( were( identifying( can( be( understood( by( visualising( the(
histology(images(PCA(scores(that(were(used(in(the(regression(model.(In(this(instance,(
two( regression( models( were( made.( One( set( of( functions( allowed( IR( images( to( be(
digitally( stained(with(H&E,(Figure(4.70(&(2.(The(other(set(of( functions( facilitated( the(
prediction(of(EVCadherin(staining,(Figure(4.73.((
The(function(used(for(H&E(staining(is(presented(within(Figure(4.70.(The(wild(variations(
within( the( first( loading( can(be( related( to( the( random(oscillations(of( the(background(
slide(and(the(weak(signals(of(paraffin(that(are(accentuated(when(normalized.((




positive( peaks( relate( to( everything( else.( This( is( because( the( haematoxylin( staining(
colour( has( negative( values( in( the( histology( PCA( score( that(was( associated(with( this(
function,(left(of(Figure(4.72.((
Therefore,( the( negative( peaks( of( this( function( relates( to( regions( of( the( IR( spectrum(
that( are( associated( to( the( negative( values( of( this( score.( For( similar( reasons,( the(
negative( peaks( within( Figure( 4.71( correspond( to( the( eosin( stain( and( this( is( evident(
when(the(right(of(Figure(4.72(is(observed.(
Within(the(left(of(Figure(4.71(it(can(be(seen(that(dominant(peaks(for(the(haematoxylin(
stain( can( be( found( at( 1740,( 1671,( 1545,( 1194,( 1146,( 1092,( 990( and( 939cmV1(
wavenumbers.(A(search(within(the( literature(would(suggest( that( the(peak(present(at(
1740cmV1( wavenumbers( can( be( assigned( to( the( C=O( bond( stretching( of( the(
membranous(phospholipids([94],([168],([172],([174].((
 




Figure$ 4.71.( The( predicted( stain( loadings( that( enabled( the( haemotoxylin( (left)( and(
eosin((right)(stains(of(H&E(to(be(predicted.(
The(peak(at(1545cmV1(wavenumbers(can(be( related( to( the(amide( II(band(of(proteins(
[175].( The( band( at( 1146cmV1( wavenumbers( maybe( related( to( membranous(








For( eosin( the( dominant( peaks( were( found( at( 1713,( 1641,( 1560,( 1239,( 1065( and(
1011cmV1( wavenumbers.( The( peak( at( 1641cmV1( wavenumbers( can( be( related( to( the(
amide(I(peak(of(proteins([175],(the(peak(at(1239cmV1(wavenumbers(was(thought(to(be(
related( to( the( amide( III( band( of( proteins(within( connective( tissue[92].( The( bands( at(
!140!!
1065( and( 1011cmV1( wavenumbers( could( not( be( assigned( but( maybe( related( to(
carbohydrate(molecules([139].((
Confidence( could( be( asserted( that( the( model( was( accurately( describing( the(
biochemistry(associated(with(particular(stains(because(it(performed(consistently(across(
all(samples,(Appendix(D(and(Electronic(Appendix(B.(Further(proof(also(comes(from(the(
fact( that( the( peaks( contained( within( these( functions( are( highly( related( to( the(
histological(components(that(the(H&E(stains(identify.((





peak( around( 1671cmV1( (1674cmV1)( wavenumbers( was( also( present.( There( were( also(
























Example( images(of(the(H&E(and(EVCadherin(digitally(stained( IR( images(are(presented(
within( Figure( 4.75.( All( of( the( digitally( stained( images( for( the(measured( IR(maps( are(
presented( in(Appendix(D( and( it( can(be(noted( that( in(most( instances( they( are(highly(
comparable(to(those(within(Appendix(C.(
However,( in( a( few( cases,( the( predicted( staining( was( not( as( expected( and( this( is(




In( Figure( 4.76,( the( predicted( staining( for( a( sample( and( its( standard( histological(
counterpart( are( overlaid.( The( blue( boxes( in( these( images( represent( regions( where(
comparable(epithelial(regions(can(be(seen.(Another(example(of(where(the(accuracy(of(
this(method(in(segmenting(the(epithelium(from(within(IR(images(is(presented(in(Figure(
4.77.( In( Figure( 4.77( B,( which( is( the( segmented( IR( image,( the( epithelial( regions(
identified(are(highly(comparable(to(the(samples(CK(stained(equivalent,(Figure(4.77(C.(









stained( image.( Top( Right)( PCA( score( one( possibly( depicting( the( difference( between(
intense( and( weak( colours.( Bottom( Left)( The( scores( representing( the( difference( in(
colour( between( the( connective( tissue( and( the( epithelium.( Bottom( Right)( This( score(
was(assigned(to(random(noise.(Colour(bar(only(corresponds(to(the(PCA(scores.((!
In(most( samples( the( predicted( staining( allowed( for( the( epithelium( to( be( accurately(
located.(However,( it(did(not(function(for(all.(This(was(true(for(two(samples(of(cancer(
and( because( of( this( their( spectra(were( not( included(within( subsequent(multivariate(








Figure$ 4.76.( The(predicted( EVCadherin( staining( for( a( case(of( cancer.(On( the( left,( the(
predicted( staining( is( overlain( with( its( corresponding( image( of( a( Cytokeratin( (CK)(











sample.( B)( The( manually( thresholded( PCA( scores( of( the( image( presented( in( A.( C)(
Cytokeratin( staining( for( this( case(of( cancer.(Comparisons(of(B(with(C( reveal( that( the(
epithelium(can(be(segmented(via(digital(staining.((
Spectra(could(not(be(derived(from(these(images(because(no(comparable(features(with(
their( standardly( stained( equivalents( could( be( found,( Figure( 4.78.( The( blue( box(
presented(on(Figure(4.78( indicates(were(epithelial( tissue(might(be( located(but(when(
the(two(are(overlain(no(precise(overlap(can(be(seen.(Therefore,(no(epithelial(specific(
spectra(could(be(collected(from(this(sample.(It(was(thought(that(the(lack(of(alignment(
was( attributable( to( human( error( where( the( image( in( B( was( erroneously(marked( as(
being(contiguous(to(A.((
4.3.2.5(Multivariate(modeling((




were( used( further( within( a( multivariate( statistical( model.( In( this( instance,( manual(
threhsolding(was(appropriate(because(of(issues(relating(to(noise.((
Confidence( can( be( asserted( that( the( epithelial( regions( are( being( segmented( as( the(
further( analysis( of( the( segmented( regions( against( their( corresponding( histology(
counterparts(enabled(for(accurate(correspondences(to(be(made,(Appendix(E.(In(these(
images( the( segmented( images(are(overlain(on( their( standard(histology(counterparts.(
This(was(so(the(accuracy(of(the(segmentation(was(highlighted.((
(






Cadherin( image( of( cancer.( A)( The( predicted( EVCadherin( staining( for( an( IR(map( of( a(
cancerous(sample.(B)(The(standardly(stained(counterpart(of(the(image(presented(in(A.(
The( blue( box( in( both( of( these( images( indicates( were( some( glandular( tissue( might(
reside(but(no(precise(overlap(could(be(seen.(Therefore,(no(spectra(were(collected(from(
this(sample(for(further(use(within(a(multivariate(model.(((!
From( these( segmented( regions,( epithelial( specific( spectra( were( collected( and( used(
with(a(PCA(fed(LDA(model.( In( this( instance,( regions(selected( for( inclusion(within( this(




in( the( identified( regions,( then( no( spectra( were( collected( from( these( areas.( This( is(
because(the(quality(of(these(spectra(was(likely(to(be(poor.(For(those(regions(that(were(
sampled,( a( total( of( 154,338(and(70,818(epithelial( specific( spectra(were( collected( for(
cases( of( EM( and( cancer( respectively.( The( numbers( of( spectra( collected( from( each(
sample( is( presented( within( Table( 4.79.( Large( differences( in( sample( sizes( can( be(
explained(by(the(fact(that,(in(this(analysis,(the(data(that(was(collected(was(solely(from(
the( tissue( samples( submucosal( epithelial( islands.( In( the( cancer( cases( these( islands(
were(sometimes(small(and(covered(only(a(few(pixels.(
The( collected( spectra( were( also( subject( to( preprocessing( and( in( this( study( this(






Subsequent( to(analysis(by(PCA( the( first( 20( components(were( scrutinized(by(ANOVA.(
This(was(so(the(most(discriminatory(components(could(be(found.(Further(to(this,(LDA(
was( used( to( minimize( variation( within( groups( and( maximize( the( variation( between(
them.(In(this(way,(automated(LDA(loading(functions(were(produced(that(can(be(used(in(
the(automatic(differentiation(of(disease(states.((













Figure$ 4.79.( The( spectra( for( EM( and( cancer( cases( that( was( used( further( within( a(







performed(with( regards( to( correctly( identifying( the(pathology(of( tissue( samples.( For(
instance,(all(of(the(misclassification(could(be(occurring(in(one(sample.(
However,( it( was( found( that( this( was( not( the( case.( This( was( determined( from( using(
majority( classification( in( the( derivation( of( a( tissue( samples( pathology.( Majority(
classification(refers(to(the(assignment(of(class(membership(when(more(than(50%(of(a(




can( be( seen( that( the( training( model( is( highly( sensitive( with( regards( to( identifying(
cancer.(However,(for(the(EM(cases(it(can(be(seen(that(the(correct(classification(of(the(
spectra( per( sample( is( highly( variable.( This( could( be( due( to( the( spectroscopic(
differences(between(EM(and(cancer(being(very(subtle.(
This(would(have(meant( that( the( low(number(of( coadded(scans(used(might(not(have(









the( figure( identify( these.( The( first( peak,( green( number( one,( is( present( at( 1746cmV1(
wavenumbers( and( the( second( peak,( green( number( two,( is( present( at( 1062cmV1(
wavenumbers.((
In(this(instance,(the(peak(present(at(1746cmV1(wavenumbers(has(been(assigned(to(the(
C=O(vibrational(modes(of( the(phospholipids( contained(within( the(membranes(of( the(










1086( and( 1029cmV1( wavenumbers.( The( peaks( present( at( 1719( and( 1698cmV1(
wavenumbers,(indicated(by(the(red(number(one(and(two(on(Figure(4.80,(were(hard(to(
identify.(However,( a( search(within( the( literature( seems( to( suggest( that( they(may(be(
related(to(nucleotide(molecules([178].((
The( red( three( on( Figure( 4.80( represents( a( peak( which( is( present( at( 1086cmV1(
wavenumbers( and( this( has( been( noted( within( the( literature( as( being( due( to( the(
vibrational(modes(of(cancerous(phosphate(groups([176].(Finally,(the(red(number(four(
indicates( a( significant( peak( at( 1030cmV1( wavenumbers( and( in( this( instance( this( was(
assigned(to(carbohydrate(metabolites([85],([88],([94].(This(might(be(present(due(to(the(
increased(metabolic( turnover( of( cancer( cells( but( further( investigations( are( required(
[95].(There!are!a!host!of!other!peaks!within!the!presented!LDA!loading!but!they!are!not!as! significant! as! the! peaks! identified! above.! Therefore,! they! were! not! analysed!further! because! of! the! limited! impact! they! were! having! on! the! final! analysis.!Caution!should!be!exercised!when!reviewing!the!analysis!above!as!the!LDA!loading!presented! is! specific! to! a! model! where! all! of! the! recorded! dataset! was! used.!Therefore,!it!might!be!biased!towards!it.!As!an!alternative!to!the!above!analysis,!significant!peaks!for!each!pathology!could!be!found!from!within!the!models!PCA!loads.!However,!given!that!second!derivative!spectroscopy! was! used! and! because! a! large! number! of! significant! components!were! identified! this! would! be! difficult.! Therefore,! analysis! of! this! sort! was! not!conducted.!!
To( accurately( determine( the( significance( of( the( peaks( identified( in( Figure( 4.80(with(
respect(to(discrimination,(more(thorough(investigations(are(required.(For( instance,( in(
future( research( the( discriminatory( peaks( identified( upon( cross( validation( could( be(
quantified.( Although( consensus( peaks( within( crossVvalidated( models( were( not(
identified,(the(procedure(was(still(carried(out.(CrossVvalidation(refers(to(the(testing(of(






















EM$ 6011( 96( 94( Cancer( 4231( 100( 99(
EM$ 7475( 94( 91( Cancer( 4619( 99( 95(
EM$ 6128( 85( 80( Cancer( 7860( 98( 95(
EM$ 1967( 97( 97( Cancer( 12250( 96( 86(
EM$ 393( 99( 99( Cancer( 1289( 100( 99(
EM$ 421( 44( 44( Cancer( 343( 97( 97(
EM$ 371( 26( 25( Cancer( 574( 97( 96(
EM$ 1419( 83( 81( Cancer( 1877( 83( 78(
EM$ 2396( 56( 50( Cancer( 1814( 78( 74(
EM$ 12210( 84( 62( Cancer( 4717( 55( 34(
EM$ 5713( 73( 57( Cancer( 2624( 56( 45(
EM$ 1378( 68( 67( Cancer( 1702( 78( 63(
EM$ 1765( 87( 85( Cancer( 3190( 99( 99(
EM$ 25098( 99( 98( Cancer( 1065( 1( 1(
EM$ 17549( 91( 86( Cancer( 2307( 18( 10(
EM$ 26362( 91( 76( Cancer( 4492( 97( 94(
EM$ 4267( 95( 95( Cancer( 6454( 99( 98(
EM$ 921( 37( 37( Cancer( 2587( 97( 96(
EM$ 2842( 76( 71( Cancer( 3347( 100( 99(
EM$ 19924( 91( 58( Cancer( 3476( 99( 79(
EM$ 1900( 65( 59( ( ( ( (
EM$ 2477( 48( 45( ( ( ( (
EM$ 1809( 94( 95( ( ( ( (
EM$ 2335( 100( 100( ( ( ( (
EM$ 931( 99( 99( ( ( ( (
(
In( this( instance,( Leave(One( Region(Out( Cross( Validation( (LOROCV)(was( utilized.( This(
simply( involved( iteratively( leaving( the( spectra( associated( with( regions( that( a(
Pathologist(had(previously( identified,(Appendix(C,(out(of(the(multivariate(model.(The(
remaining(spectra(within(the(PCA(fed(LDA(model(were(then(used(to(predict(the(class(
membership( for( those( spectra( that(were( left( out.(Within( each( iteration(of( the( cross(





When( using( the( same( preVprocessing( parameters( as( before( and( the( majority( vote(
classification( rules( the( cross( validated( samples( were( correctly( predicted( 80%( of( the(
time(in(both(cases(of(cancer(and(EM.(This(is(comparable(to(the(current(literature([84],(
[94],( [95](but( the(analysis(presented(here(has(been(done(so(on(much( larger(spectral(
sample(sizes.(The(cross(validated(percentages(are(presented(within(Table(4.79.( It(can(
be( seen( from( this( table( that( for( some( samples( the( classification( values( remain(high.(




care( has( to( be( exercised( when( it( is( used( in( the( disease( classification( process.( For(
instance,( this( investigation( chose( to( use( IR( reflective( slides( with( a( low( number( of(
coadded(scans.(It(may(have(been(more(preferable(to(use(the(transmission(mode(of(IR(
spectroscopy(as(this(might(have(negated(some(scattering(defects([100],([101].((
Although,( the( parameters( for( this( analysis( might( not( have( been( optimal,( this( study(








This( study( also( found( that( it( was( difficult( to( accurately( differentiate( disease( states(
using(this(compound(and(this( is(on(the(contrary(to(the(current( literature([88].( It(was(
the( lack( of( success( with( mucin( that( made( this( study( investigate( the( spectroscopic(
properties(of(the(epithelium.(This(follows(on(from(a(similar(ideology(presented(within(
the( literature([51](but(the(final( technique(presented(overcomes(the( laborious(nature(
of(the(publicised(method.((
In(this(instance,(multiple(methodologies(were(tested(so(that(epithelial(specific(spectra(
could( be( abstracted( but( only( one(was( found( to( be( accurate.( In( this(methodology( a(
novel(digital(staining(technique(was(developed,(Figure(3.7,(which(allowed(the(staining(
characteristics(of(IR(maps(to(be(predicted,(Appendix(D.(
From(these(epithelial( specific(spectra(were(collected(and(enabled( for( the(cancer(and(
EM(cases(to(be(accurately(classified(80%(of(the(time(upon(cross(validation,(Table(4.1.(
This(is(highly(comparable(to(the(current(literature([84],([85],([94],([95](but(it(has(been(
done( so( using( specific( histological( components( and( has( used( a(much( larger( spectral(
sample( size.( Therefore,( the( analysis( presented( might( be( more( meaningful.( This( is(
because(the(inclusion(of(other(histological(spectra(into(multivariate(models,(which(may(






The$ above$ results$ demonstrate$ that$ both$ Immunohistochemistry$ (IHC)$ antibody$
staining$ and$ Infrared$ (IR)$ spectroscopy$ have$ the$ potential$ to$ differentiate$ Epithelial$
Misplacement$ (EM)$ from$ cancer.$ In$ this$ instance,$measuring$ the$ continuity$ of$ three$





that$ the$ displaced$ tissue$ within$ the$ EM$ cases$ will$ remain$ in$ connection$ with$ their$
initial$misplacement$sites$[9].$This$is$on$the$contrary$to$cancer,$where$it$is$believed$that$










Initial$ investigations$began$with$ the$ implementation$of$ stitching$ techniques$as$ these$
provided$images$that$could$be$used$further$with$registration$algorithms$[119],$[123].$In$
this$ instance,$ panoramas$ of$ tissue$ sections$ were$ constructed$ using$ a$ variety$ of$
different$ methodologies.$ For$ instance,$ one$ mosaicking$ technique$ used$ the$ Scale$
Invariant$ Feature$ Transform$ (SIFT)$ descriptor$ algorithm$ [35]$ and$ Normalised$
Correlation$(NCC)$[119],$[123]$in$the$matching$of$similar$features$between$overlapping$
images.$ However,$ this$ technique$ was$ not$ fit$ for$ purpose$ as$ it$ was$ noted$ that$ the$
homologous$regions$of$some$tissue$sections$were$problematic,$Figure$4.3.$!
Therefore,$methodologies$ such$ as$ phase$ correlation$ [124]$ were$ implemented$ as$ an$
alternative$ to$ the$above.$The$ results$of$using$ such$a$ technique$are$presented$within$





The$poor$ reliability$and$time$ ineffectiveness$of$ the$above$methodologies$meant$ that$
automated$ imaging$ systems$were$ considered.$ In$ this$ research,$ the$Charged$Coupled$
Device$ (CCD)$ of$ the$ Perkin$ Elmer$ Spotlight$ 400$ Spectrometer$ (Massachusetts,$ USA)$




is$ evident$ from$ Figure$ 4.5.$ Images$ taken$ by$ the$ Aperio$ T2$ scanners$ could$ be$ used$
directly$within$registration$algorithms$but$the$raw$images$acquired$by$the$Perkin$Elmer$




The$ corrected$ and$ raw$ images$ that$ were$ derived$ from$ each$ stitching$method$were$
used$further$within$registration$algorithms.$This$involved$the$transformation$of$images$
by$ linear$ [24],$ [35]$ and$ non$ rigid$ means$ [31],$ [41],$ [42]$ and$ these$ enabled$ the$
continuity$of$the$volumes$epithelial$structures$to$be$measured.$$!
5.1.2$Image$registration$
Investigations$ into$ registration$ began$ with$ techniques$ such$ as$ the$ block$ matching$
algorithm$ [24],$ SIFT$ descriptors$ [35]$ and$Moving$ Least$ Squares$ (MLS)$ [31].$ The$ SIFT$
and$ block$ matching$ algorithms$ facilitated$ the$ definition$ of$ correspondence$ points$
between$ images$ and$ these$ were$ used$ further$ with$ the$ non$ linear$ MLS$ image$









via$ the$ minimization$ of$ a$ Sum$ of$ Squares$ Difference$ (SSD)$ metric$ [26],$ [29].$ When$







from$Figure$4.9$ that$ it$enabled$ images$ to$be$accurately$ rigidly$aligned.$ In$ this$ figure,$





overlay$ points$ of$ correspondence$with$ respect$ to$ one$ another.$ However,$ the$ linear$







with$ MLS$ in$ order$ for$ the$ original$ pose$ of$ the$ tissue$ sample$ to$ be$ regenerated.$ A$
similar$idea$has$been$used$else$where$within$the$literature$[36]$but$in$this$instance$it$
was$found$that$many$erroneous$points$of$correspondence$were$retained.$It$is$evident$




its$ operation.$ In$ some$ instances,$ only$ a$ few$ sparse$ SIFT$ points$ were$ found$ for$
particular$ regions$ and$ this$ is$ because$ the$ images$ were$ resized$ before$ they$ were$
processed.$ The$ resizing$ of$ images$ was$ necessary$ because$ of$ the$ computational$
constraints$ that$ exist$ when$ working$ with$ images$ in$ Matlab$ (Natwick,$ USA)$ on$ a$
standard$desktop$PC.$
$
It$ was$ thought$ that$ the$ points$ found$ in$ the$ resized$ images$ would$ represent$ the$









the$ phase$ correlation$metric$ in$ the$ definition$ of$ points$ of$ correspondence$ [42].$ A$ B$
Spline$ grid$ was$ then$ used$ to$ minimize$ the$ distance$ between$ these$ points$ so$ that$
images$were$deformed$with$respect$to$one$another.$It$is$evident$from$Figure$4.12$that!
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volumes$ and$ so$ segmentation$ algorithms$were$ implemented.$ In$ this$ instance,$many$
different$types$were$investigated.$This$included$segmentation$by$colour$deconvolution$
[59],$ [60],$ spatially$ corrected$ Fuzzy$ C$ Means$ (FCM)$ clustering$ and$ active$ contours$
without$edges$[65].$$!
5.1.3$Image$Segmentation$$
In$ all$ of$ the$ segmentation$ methodologies$ investigated,$ it$ was$ noted$ that$ the$ non$
specific$ staining$ for$ the$ epithelium$ within$ Haematoxylin$ and$ Eosin$ (H&E)$ images$





Therefore,$ a$novel$methodology$was$developed$ that$enabled$epithelial$ structures$ to$




The$ alignment$ of$ these$ images$ with$ respect$ to$ one$ another$ enabled$ for$ epithelial$




The$ Consensus$ Principal$ Component$ Analysis$ (CPCA)$ algorithm$ [137]$ identified$ this$
trend$ and$ along$with$ the$ 90%$ confidence$ limits$ of$ the$ D$ Statistic$ [138],$ $ calculated$
from$a$ training$ set$ of$ epithelial$ specific$ super$ scores,$ facilitated$ segmentation.$ $ This$


















This$ result$ would$ suggest$ that$ the$ cancerous$ cases$ were$ as$ connected$ as$ the$ EM$





the$experimental$design$used.$ In$this$ instance,$an$automatic$ image$pairing$algorithm$









This$ resulted$ in$ the$ development$ of$ a$ technique$ that$ allowed$ for$ image$
correspondences$ to$ be$ approximated.$ This$ involved$ selecting$ and$ deforming$ images$
from$a$samples$CK$volume$with$respect$to$those$derived$from$its$H&E$equivalent.$ In$
this$ instance,$ edge$ filtered$ images$ [28]$ were$ used$ with$ a$ B$ Spline$ grid$ [29]$ in$ the$
minimization$of$a$Sum$of$Squares$Difference$(SSD)$metric$[28],$Figure$4.19.$$
$
The$ minimum$ from$ this$ metric$ was$ used$ to$ determine$ the$ images$ that$ were$
corresponding.$ These$ were$ then$ used$ further$ with$ more$ refined$ registration$
parameters$before$application$of$ the$CPCA$segmentation$technique.$This$pairing$had$
advantages$ such$ as$ it$ allowed$ for$ correspondences$ to$be$ found$ for$ images$of$ tissue$
sections$ where$ their$ alternatively$ stained$ counterpart$ had$ been$ destroyed.$ It$ also$
negated$problems$related$to$human$error.$$
$





discontinuities$ into$ the$ segmented$ volumes.$ Therefore,$ more$ sophisticated$









many$ tissue$blocks$available$was$volume$rendered.$ It$ could$be$ the$case$ that$a$block$
was$ chosen$ for$ the$ EM$ cases$ where$ the$ submucosal$ glandular$ tissue$ had$ already$
disassociated$ from$ the$ surface.$ Therefore,$ by$ using$more$ of$ the$ tissue$ block$ in$ the$








Although,$ measuring$ the$ continuity$ did$ not$ allow$ for$ differentiation$ the$ novel$
segmentation$ technique$ developed$ has$ application$ within$ other$ studies.$ Its$ use$ is$
preferable$to$those$available$in$the$literature$and$this$is$because$epithelial$glands$are$





continuity$ in$ 3D$ meant$ that$ alternative$ technologies$ were$ considered.$ Within$ the$
current$ literature,$ staining$ with$ particular$ antibodies$ has$ been$ found$ to$ facilitate$
differentiation$[9],$[11–13]$.$!
5.2.1$Comparisons$with$the$current$literature$$
Antibodies$ for$ EbCadherin,$ p53,$ Ki67,$ Matrix$ Metalloproteinase$ 1$ (MMP$ 1)$ and$
Collagen$IV$have$been$identified$as$being$diagnostically$useful$and$these$were$further$
evaluated$in$this$study.$In$the$case$of$EbCadherin,$p53,$MMP1$and$Ki67$comparisons$in$























was$when$ the$ results$of$MMP$1$staining$was$analysed.$ In$ the$ literature,$ the$MMP$1$
antibody$ has$ been$ noted$ as$ being$ capable$ of$ staining$ both$ stromal,$ the$ collective$
name$given$to$connective$tissue,$and$epithelial$cells$[13].$In$this$instance,$it$was$noted$
that$when$this$antibody$was$used$there$was$no$stromal$region$staining$within$the$EM$
cases,$ Figure$ 4.33.$However,$ it$was$ noted$ that$ there$was$ increased$ staining$ for$ this$
histological$ component$ around$ 100%$ of$ the$ cancerous$ cases$ submucosal$ glandular$
tissue.$$
$
Given$ that$ there$ was$ no$ stromal$ staining$ for$ MMP1$ within$ the$ EM$ cases$ it$ is$ not$
surprising$that$the$Mann$Whitney$U$Statistic$found$significant$differences.$The$lack$of$
staining$ in$ the$ EM$ samples$ could$ be$ due$ to$ technical$ defects$ but$ this$ is$ unlikely$ as$
there$was$positive$ reaction$ for$ this$ antibody$within$ the$epithelium$of$ the$EM$cases,$
Figure$ 4.33.$When$ the$ pathologies$ epithelial$ staining$ with$MMP1$ was$ analysed,$ no$




and$ so$ this$made$ any$ comparisons$ difficult.$ However,$ the$ literature$ has$ noted$ that$
there$ was$ increased$ staining$ for$ this$ antibody$ within$ cancerous$ samples[11].$ This$
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The$ final$antibody$analysed$by$ this$ research,$which$produced$significant$ results,$was$
Collagen$IV$and$the$analysis$followed$the$current$literature$[13].$In$this$instance,$it$was$






finding$ was$ statistically$ significant.$ However,$ this$ relied$ upon$ the$ subjective$
assessment$ of$ this$ author$ and$ a$ senior$Histopathologist.$ It$ is$well$ known$within$ the$
current$ literature$ that$ there$ is$ a$ large$ degree$ of$ variability$ between$ pathological$




form$ of$ Hierarchical$ Cluster$ Analysis$ (HCA),$ was$ conducted$ on$ the$ observed$ IHC$
staining$scores.$$In$this$instance,$it$was$found$that$the$scores$given$to$Collagen$IV$and$
stromal$staining$with$MMPb1$were$dominating$the$observed$clusters.$Therefore,$these$




epithelial$ staining$ with$ MMPb1$ that$ 80%$ of$ the$ cancerous$ pathologies$ could$ be$
distinctly$ differentiated$ from$ their$ EM$ counterparts.$ When$ using$ selected$
combinations$ of$ the$ above$ biomarkers$ within$ new$ HCA$ models,$ only$ small$ sample$





construction,$ that$ brought$ about$ robust$ classification$was$ the$one$ that$ included$ the$
IHC$ scores$ given$ to$ EbCadherin,$ p53,$ Ki67$ and$MMPb1$ epithelial$ staining.$ It$ can$ be$
generally$ asserted$ from$ this$ model$ that$ within$ the$ EM$ samples$ the$ submucosal$
glandular$regions$displayed$decreased$staining$intensities$for$MMPb1$and$Ki67.$When$
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the$ other$ antibodies$ are$ taken$ into$ consideration,$ it$would$ seem$ that$ for$ EM$ there$
should$ be$ no$ difference$ in$ staining$ between$ its$ surface$ and$ submucosal$ epithelial$
tissue.$For$the$cancer$cases,$there$was$a$general$trend$of$ increased$MMPb1$and$Ki67$
staining$with$decreased$p53$expression.$However,$ it$ should$be$noted$ that$ this$ result$
should$be$treated$with$caution$because$of$the$small$sample$sizes$involved.$$!
5.3$Infrared$(IR)$Spectroscopy$
The$ use$ of$ antibodies$ with$ pathological$ assessment$ in$ the$ determination$ of$
classificatory$biomarkers$is$difficult$because$of$the$subjectivity$associated$with$current$















the$ amount$ each$ mucin$ cluster$ covered$ in$ each$ IR$ chemical$ map$ to$ classify$ tissue$
samples.$However,$ results$produced$by$the$K$means$clustering$technique$will$not$be$




measuring$ 0.3cm$ by$ 0.3cm$ mucin$ regions$ from$ tissue$ samples$ with$ IR.$ In$ this$
investigation,$ eight$ regions$ from$ four$ cancer$ and$ four$non$neoplastic$ tissue$ samples$
were$ measured$ and$ the$ regions$ chosen$ for$ mapping$ were$ determined$ from$ H&E$
images.$The$standard$histology$sections$could$be$used$as$they$were$cut$consecutive$to$












so$ several$methodologies$were$ implemented$ to$ nullify$ the$ spectral$ contributions$ of$






peaks$were$ deleted$ from$ the$ recorded$ spectra$ as$ an$ alternative$ to$ those$ presented$
above,$Figure$4.55.$$
$
Paraffin$ was$ not$ the$ only$ complication$ as$ the$ recorded$ IR$ spectra$ contained$ many$
baseline$ artefacts.$ These$may$ have$ been$ introduced$ because$ this$ research$ chose$ to$
use$ IR$ reflective$slides$ [100],$ [101].$These$require$ the$ transflection$mode$of$ IR$ to$be$





Therefore,$ baseline$ artefacts$were$ accounted$ for$ by$ using$ a$ SavitzkybGolay$ 15$ point$
third$order$second$derivative$filter.$This$removed$the$spectra’s$baselines$but$it$would$




(LDA)$ model$ but$ no$ biochemical$ differentiation$ was$ achieved,$ Figure$ 4.57.$ In$ this$
instance,$the$discrimination$that$was$being$achieved$was$due$to$physical$defects.$It$is$
true$ that$ the$erroneous$ regions$of$ the$ spectrum$could$have$been$ removed$and$ that$









In$ this$ analysis,$ xylene$ dewaxing$was$ used$ to$ remove$ paraffin$ as$ the$ deletion$ of$ its$
peaks$from$the$previous$datasets$might$leave!out$important$biochemical$information$
[102].$ Mucin$ from$ the$ sampled$ areas$ was$ identified$ using$ a$ similar$ procedure$ as$




The$mucin$ specific$ spectra$ collected$were$used$ further$within$ a$ PCA$ fed$ LDA$model$
and$ the$ results$ of$ this$ are$ presented$ within$ Figure$ 4.61.$ From$ this$ figure$ it$ can$ be$
noted$ that$ the$ PCA$ loadings$with$ the$ largest$ LDA$weights$ correspond$ to$ those$ that$




always$ survive$ histological$ processing,$ Figure$ 4.60.$ This$ is$ evident$ for$ one$
adenomatous$ sample$ where$ no$ mucin$ pools$ could$ be$ found$ after$ processing.$
However,$confidence$can$be$asserted$that$these$were$present$and$this$is$because$they$
were$seen$in$the$standardly$stained$section$of$this$sample,$Appendix$B$(A).$Therefore,$
the$above$difficulties$demonstrate$ that$ the$differentiation$of$EM$from$cancer$by$ the$
analysis$of$mucin$will$be$difficult$to$implement$in$a$clinical$setting.$$!
5.3.2$Epithelial$specific$spectra$











no$ epithelial$ specific$ PCA$ scores$were$ found$ and$ this$might$ have$ been$ because$ the$
epitheliums$biochemistry$was$being$explained$across$many$components.$The$Signal$to$




Therefore,$ intermodal$ registration$ was$ used$ as$ an$ alternative$ in$ the$ sourcing$ of$
epithelial$specific$spectra.$It$is$evident$from$Figure$4.63$that$the$registration$procedure$











This$ affected$ the$ assumption$ that$ the$ small$ distances$ between$ sections$ allowed$ for$
histological$ features$ to$ overlap,$ Figure$ 4.67.$ In$ this$ figure,$ it$ can$ be$ seen$ that$ the$
minimisation$ of$ the$ SSD$ metric$ between$ binary$ images$ caused$ unrealistic$
deformations.$ Therefore,$ epithelial$ specific$ spectra$ could$ not$ be$ reliably$ obtained.$










Although,$ registration$ of$ this$ sort$ still$ facilitated$ the$ accurate$ alignment$ of$ some$
epithelial$ features$ between$ images.$ For$ these$ regions,$ the$pixel$ coordinates$ derived$









that$were$ used$ in$ the$ acquirement$ of$ images$ of$whole$ tissue$ sections.$ The$ samples$
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The$ relevancy$ of$ studying$ single$ glands$ is$ also$ questionable.$ This$ is$ because$ the$
selection$of$ individual$glands$might$not$be$representative$of$ the$biochemistry$of$ the$
entire$ samples$ epithelium.$ This$method$ of$ analysis$ is$ also$ time$ consuming$ as$ it$ can$
take$several$hours$to$acquire$IR$images$of$individual$glands$when$using$a$high$number$




As$a$ result$of$ the$difficulties$presented$above$a$novel$ IR$ image$processing$algorithm$





derived$ that$ would$ relate$ the$ IR$ images$ variance$ to$ that$ of$ the$ standardly$ stained$
images.$This$ facilitated$ the$production$of$ functions$ that$would$digitally$ stain$ images,$





sections.$ Confidence$ can$ be$ asserted$ that$ these$ functions$ are$ representative$ of$ the$






peak$of$this$sort$should$be$expected.$ It$ is$evident$ from$Appendix$D,$E$and$Electronic$








In$ total,$ 11$ cases$of$ EM$and$9$ cases$of$ cancer$were$ segmented$ in$ this$way$ and$ the$




were$derived$ from$this$sample$ for$use$within$a$multivariate$model.$For$ the$ image$ in$
Appendix$D$E(CK),$epithelial$regions$could$be$derived$but$when$comparing$this$against$
its$ standard$ histological$ counterpart$ no$ accurate$ overlap$ of$ the$ epithelial$ features$
could$be$seen,$the$blue$box$in$Figure$4.78.$$
$
For$ the$ samples$were$ the$ predicted$ EbCadherin$ staining$ did$work,$ epithelial$ specific$
spectra$were$ collected$ by$manually$ thresholding$ these$ images$ PCA$ components.$ $ It$
would$ have$ been$ beneficial$ to$ use$ an$ automated$method$ but$ the$ variable$ staining$





In$ this$ instance,$ the$ digital$ stained$ H&E$ images$ were$ not$ used$ further$ except$ for$





spectra$ associated$ with$ these$ were$ collected.$ This$ spectra’s$ second$ derivative$ was$
taken,$ their$ paraffin$ peaks$ were$ removed,$ and$ they$ were$ normalised$ and$ mean$
centred.$ These$ were$ then$ used$ further$ within$ a$ PCA$ fed$ LDA$model,$ where$ the$ 19$
principal$components$chosen$for$analysis$were$determined$by$ANOVA$[84],$[94],$[143],$
[179].$The$high$number$of$components$found$ is$ likely$to$be$due$to$a$combination$of$













Upon$ Leave$ One$ Region$ Out$ Cross$ Validation$ (LOROCV),$ the$ cancerous$ and$ EM$
samples$ were$ correctly$ classified$ 80%$ of$ the$ time.$ The$ determination$ of$ the$
discriminatory$ variables$ within$ the$ cross$ validated$ model$ is$ difficult$ and$ requires$
further$ investigation.$ This$ could$potentially$be$achieved$by$using$ techniques$ such$as$
autocorrelation$and$CPCA$[137].$$
$
However,$ an$ estimate$ of$ the$ discriminatory$ biochemistry$ can$ be$ understood$ from$
analysing$the$LDA$loads$of$the$model$where$all$the$spectra$was$included,$Figure$4.80.$
From$this$figure$it$can$be$seen$that$for$the$cancer$cases,$the$classificatory$peaks$were$





as$ being$ due$ to$ the$ vibrational$ modes$ of$ cancerous$ pathologies$ phosphorous$
compounds$[176].$The$carbohydrate$metabolite$peak$found$at$1030cmb1$wavenumbers$
was$ thought$ to$ be$ representative$ of$ the$ cancers$ increased$metabolic$ turnover$ [85],$








The$ association$ of$ the$ phospholipid$ peak$ with$ the$ EM$ cases$ was$ thought$ to$ be$
important$because$it$indicates$that$the$cancerous$pathologies$are$more$fluid$in$nature.$
The$reduced$presence$of$this$band$in$cancer$might$be$representative$of$metastasis$but$
further$ investigations$ are$ required.$ The$ peak$ at$ 1062cmb1$ wavenumbers$ might$ be$
representative$of$a$nucleotide$configuration$specific$to$EM.$However,$in$the$literature,$




The$ analysis$ presented$ above$ seems$ to$ suggest$ that$ further$ investigations$ should$
concentrate$on$ the$automated$analysis$ of$ IHC$ slides$ [180]$ and$ IR$ spectroscopy$ [50],$
[51],$ [84],$ [85],$ [94],$ [95].$This$ is$because$the$ investigation$ into$3D$volume$rendering$
found$ that$ there$ were$ no$ significant$ differences$ between$ pathologies$ when$ their$
epithelial$ continuity$ was$ analysed.$ However,$ this$ is$ but$ only$ one$ way$ in$ which$ the$




For$ IHC$ staining,$many$of$ the$ results$presented$were$on$ the$ contrary$ to$ the$ current$
literature$[11–13],$except$for$Collagen$IV.$This$antibody$was$found$to$be$useful$in$the$
discrimination$ of$ EM$ from$ cancer$ but$ the$ subjectivity$ associated$ with$ this$ analysis$
means$that$quantitative$methods$of$assessment$need$to$be$developed$[180].$$
$



















[9].$ However,$ this$ claim$ was$ found$ to$ be$ unsubstantiated.$ In$ this$ instance,$
segmentation$ algorithms$ were$ used$ to$ measure$ connectivity.$ This$ involved$ the$
registration$of$ consecutive$ images$of$Haematoxylin$and$Eosin$ (H&E)$and$Cytokeratin$
(CK)$ antibody$ stained$ tissue$ sections.$ Good$ examples$ of$ epithelial$ overlap$ were$


















It$ was$ thought$ that$ no$ differences$ were$ found$ because$ the$ adenocarcinomas$ were$
early$ stage$ cancers.$ Therefore,$ the$ epithelial$ islands$ are$unlikely$ to$ have$ completely$






Other$diagnostic$adjuncts$suggested$ in$the$ literature$ include$staining$with$antibodies$
[9],$ [11–13].$ It$ has$ been$ suggested$ that$ these$ can$ differentiate$ EM$ from$ cancer$ but$
further$investigations$found$that$only$Collagen$IV$staining$provided$comparable$results$
[13].$ In$ this$ instance,$ Collagen$ IV$ basement$ membrane$ staining$ facilitated$ 100%$
differentiation$ between$ nine$ samples$ of$ EM$ and$ ten$ cases$ of$ cancer.$ The$ Mann$









be$ investigated.$ The$ clustering$ of$ these$ samples$ within$ new$ HCA$ models$ could$
facilitate$the$identification$of$EM$specific$staining$regimes.$$
6.3$Infrared$(IR)$Spectroscopy$
The$ subjectivity$ of$ IHC$ analysis$meant$ that$ other$ objective$ techniques$were$ sought.$
Therefore,$ Infrared$ (IR)$ spectroscopy$ was$ used$ to$ probe$ the$ vibrational$ modes$ of$
mucinous$ compounds$ and$ epithelial$ tissue.$ Specific$ histological$ components$ were$





D$ Statistic.$ This$ allowed$mucinous$ spectra$ to$ be$ collected.$ It$ was$ thought,$ that$ the$
further$ inclusion$of$ these$within$a$PCA$ fed$ Linear$Discriminant$Analysis$ (LDA)$model$
would$ facilitate$discrimination.$However,$ it$was$noted$ that$peaks$ related$ to$paraffin$
dominated$the$analysis.$
$
Therefore,$ ways$ of$ nullifying$ the$ contribution$ of$ this$ compound$ were$ investigated,$
such$ as$ by$ the$ Extended$ Multiplicative$ Scatter$ Correction$ (EMSC)$ algorithm$ [100],$




The$ inclusion$ of$ the$ processed$ spectra$ within$ a$ PCA$ fed$ LDA$ model$ provided$ no$
meaningful$discrimination$and$so$it$was$determined$that$mucin$was$not$a$good$target$
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for$ IR.$ Another$ problem$ associated$ with$ mucin$ was$ that$ the$ pools$ did$ not$ always$




tissue$ sections.$ This$ involved$ a$ pathologist$ identifying$ pathology$ specific$ epithelial$
regions$on$images$of$standardly$stained$tissue$sections.$These$were$further$non$rigidly$
registered$ to$ low$ resolution$ IR$ maps,$ taken$ of$ consecutive$ sections.$ This$ precise$
alignment$allowed$IR$images$of$the$original$identified$regions$to$be$acquired.$
$
Although,$ segmentation$ techniques$ were$ still$ required$ so$ that$ epithelial$ specific$
spectra$ could$be$ collected.$Various$methodologies$were$ investigated$but$none$were$
found$that$were$fit$for$purpose$and$this$was$attributed$to$the$spectrums$poor$Signal$to$
Noise$ Ratios$ (SNR).$ The$ poor$ SNRs$ were$ surprising$ given$ that$ a$ high$ number$ of$
coadded$ scans$were$ used$ but$ it$ was$ thought$ that$ this$ could$ be$ related$ to$ how$ the$
samples$were$processed.$$
$
Therefore,$ whole$ images$ of$ tissue$ sections$were$ acquired$ using$ IR.$ In$ this$ instance,$
segmentation$was$ achieved$ by$ using$ CPCA$with$ CK$ and$ H&E$ images$ that$ had$ been$
registered$to$high$resolution$IR$maps.$However,$some$of$the$standardly$stained$tissue$







over$ 150,000$ and$ 70,000$ spectra$ to$ be$ derived$ from$ the$ EM$ and$ cancer$ cases$
respectively.$$
$
When$ these$ were$ included$ within$ a$ cross$ validated$ multivariate$ model$ both$
pathologies$were$correctly$classified$80%$of$the$time$and$this$result$is$comparable$to$
the$ current$ literature$ [84],$ [85],$ [94].$ This$ is$ the$ first$ instance$ where$ IR$maps$ have$
been$ visualised$ in$ this$ way$ and$ it$ is$ preferable$ to$ other$ methods$ as$ complete$
confidence$can$be$asserted$that$epithelial$specific$spectra$were$being$collected.$In$this$
instance,$ phospholipid$ peaks,$ present$ at$ 1740cm`1$wavenumbers,$were$ important$ in$




The$ lack$ of$ differentiation$ brought$ about$ by$ 3D$ volume$ rendering$ could$ be$ due$ to$
missing$tissue$sections.$When$a$samples$tissue$block$is$processed$it$ is$estimated$that$
up$ to$ 30%$of$ it$ could$ be$ lost$ [27].$ Therefore,$ways$ of$ estimating$ the$ appearance$of$
these$is$required$and$interpolation$algorithms$could$be$used$for$this.$$
$
One$ example$ of$ these$ is$ the$ Kalman$ filter$ [76]$ and$ this$ allows$ the$ location$ of$ the$
glands$ from$within$the$missing$sections$to$be$estimated.$However,$using$the$Kalman$
filter$ directly$ would$ require$ that$ the$ epithelial$ bodies$ contained$ within$ volumes$ be$
fairly$ independent$ of$ one$ another.$ For$ example,$ if$ an$ epithelial$ body$ changes$ path$
quickly$within$the$missing$sections$of$a$3D$volume$then$the$Kalman$filter$might$find$it$
difficult$ to$ predict$ its$ true$ path.$ In$ worst$ case$ scenarios,$ the$ filter$ might$ join$ two$
regions$ together$ that$would$ have$ otherwise$ been$ disconnected.$ This$ is$ explained$ in$
more$detail$in$Figure$6.1.$$
!
Figure! 6.1.$ The$ possible$ false$ connectivity$ introduced$ by$ the$ Kalman$ filter.$ The$
dashed$blue$lines$represent$where$there$is$missing$tissue$and$the$red$arrows$indicate$
this$glandular$ tissues$ true$path$within$a$3D$volume.$The$green$arrows$ represent$ the$
predicted$path$for$the$glandular$tissue$by$the$Kalman$filter.$$





Improvements$ to$ the$ experimental$ design$ used$ in$ the$ 3D$ volume$ rendering$ study$
might$ also$ help$ with$ analysis.$ Currently,$ only$ one$ out$ of$ the$ many$ tissue$ blocks$
available$for$EM$samples$was$used$and$the$epithelium$within$this$might$have$already$
disassociated$ from$ the$ surface.$ Therefore,$ by$ using$more$ of$ the$ tissue$ block$ in$ the$
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registration$ of$ images$ sourced$ from$ the$ beginning$ and$ end$ of$ these$ blocks$ proved$









glandular$ structures$ are$ connected$ but$ will$ increase$ the$ computational$ complexity$
associated$within$this$method.$
$




Technologies$ that$ circumvent$ some$ of$ the$ issues$ relating$ to$ tissue$ folding,$ missing$
tissue$sections$and$segmentation$should$also$be$used.$Examples$of$possible$techniques$
include$ photonic$ solutions$ such$ as$ optical$ projection$ tomography$ [81]$ and$ life$ time$
imaging$ systems$ [181].$ In$ these$ methods$ registration$ is$ not$ required$ and$ the$




For$ IHC$ analysis,$ automated$ algorithms$ should$ be$ implemented.$ For$ example,$ the$




literature$ that$ enable$ the$ segmentation$ of$membranous$ IHC$ stains$ and$ these$ could$
easily$be$implemented$here$[180].$
$
Further$ to$ the$ development$ of$ automated$ methodologies$ a$ larger$ complement$ of$




Future$ IR$work$should$consider$ the$ further$development$of$ the$novel$digital$ staining$
technique$that$this$research$developed.$A$high$spectral$and$spatial$resolution$image$of$
a$whole$tissue$section$should$be$acquired$using$a$large$number$of$coadded$scans.$This$
will$ be$ time$ consuming$ but$ will$ enable$ the$ accuracy$ of$ the$ digital$ staining$ to$ be$
improved.$Only$one$image$has$to$be$processed$in$this$way$and$this$will$allow$for$the$
staining$characteristics$of$smaller$areas$measured$from$other$samples$to$be$predicted.$
However,$ the$ digital$ staining$ will$ be$ dependent$ on$ the$ tissue$ samples$ initial$
processing.$ In$ this$ study,$ it$ was$ noted$ that$ the$ mapping$ of$ single$ glands$ was$
problematic$as$the$standard$operating$procedures$used$with$some$samples$was$poor.$
$
Other$ options$ for$ digital$ staining$ include$ the$ development$ of$ a$ super$ stain$ that$ is$
highly$specific$for$cancer.$To$achieve$this,$multiple$contiguous$IR$maps$and$IHC$stained$
slides,$ which$ have$ been$ stitched$ together,$ should$ be$ acquired.$ The$ registration$ of$
these$ will$ allow$ for$ their$ variances$ to$ be$ modelled$ and$ this$ will$ facilitate$ the$
production$of$digital$staining$functions.$The$cancer$specific$biochemistry$that$these$are$




with$ IR$data.$ This$ can$be$achieved$by$ registering$ images$of$ each$modality$ that$have$
been$acquired$for$a$sample.$Although,$it$should$be$noted$that$the$use$of$Raman$with$




[40]$ to$ bring$ about$ the$ discrimination$ of$ disease$ states.$ Novel$ methodologies$ have$
been$ presented$ that$ with$ further$ experimentation$ will$ enable$ for$ automated$




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix(E:"Part"five." !For$ the$ above$ images$ the$ black$ background$ has$ been$ removed$ and$ the$segmented( images(have(been( overlain(on( their(histological( counterparts.(From% these% images% it% can% be% noted% that% the% registration%between% images%was! good$ and$ that$ the$ epithelium$ is$ generally$ being$ well$ segmented.$However,(the(success(of(the(segmentation(is(variable(but(epithelial(regions(can$still$be$selected$from$all$images."" 
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Appendix(F(
Movie&Title& Pathology&
11_24307_2_seg& EM(
06893seg& Cancer(
075441seg& Cancer(that(also(contains(
EM(
093444seg& Cancer(
101259seg& EM(
113200seg& EM(
113367SEG& EM(
117117seg& EM(
121566final& EM(
123645seg& Cancer(
1012414seg& Cancer(
1021650seg& EM(
1028668seg& EM(
1034793seg& Cancer(
1110694& Cancer(
1119234SEG& EM(
1124307seg& EM(
1136972seg& Cancer(
1231342seg& EM(
additional& EM(
additional2& EM(
seg10183& Cancer(!The!pathological!classification!of!the!movies!found!within!Electronic!Appendix!A.!!!
